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All prices.
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cleaning equipment, “Magic-Aire”
land.
those least liable to bear lt. What biought Sally Rand back to Lake- Though the dark night is near.
offers to every American Housewife
ago (1935)—and at the rate which, if
ATTENTION!
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I
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An
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an economical, surprisingly easy,
And soon that toll shall end;
This Is to announce the opening maintained to the end of the year, tax. and a two percent sales tax, wood and the role of the slavey has Soon
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shalt then find a summer home,
and completely thorough method
been assigned to her. A remarkable
will aggregate 243,000.000 square
of the
and rest.
with exemptions on necessities. This
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of vacuum cleaning the home.
And
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for
a
very
remarkable
young
yards with a probable value of
nating instrument. Play your fa
plan is in no sense mine; It was woman and 'her engagement has
shall bend.
nearly
$20,000,000.
Soon, o’er thf sheltered nest.
vorite hymns or tunes. Organize a
suggested to the Legislature by the
aroused considerable interest among
This situation balks us at every
class among your friends. A limit
Thou'rt gone, the abyss of heaven
This is the latest cleaning device out yet, most complete In every
Maine
State
Grange.
ed number of guitars now avail
the residents of the colony.
turn. We have been studying for
Hath swallowed up thy form; yet. on
respect. Call me In the morning between 7 and 8 for an appoint
This combination of the two per
able.
You
pay
for
lessons
only
—
THOMASTON,
ME.
my heart
The
usual
Saturday
matinee
will
weeks the Wages and Hours Bill, try
ment. I will not press you to buy—my privilege to demonstrate—
Deeply hath sunk the lesson thou hast
$1, at your home if within 25 miles.
cent sales tax with the income tax
yours, whichever wav you decide.
be
given
on
Saturday,
July
17.
TUESDAY,
JULY
6
ing
to
set
a
reasonable
minimum
for
given.
An inquiry incurs no obligation.
would balance the tax situation,
And shall not soon depart.
Full line of
wages and a limit on the work week.
Also piano accordion, voice and
provide adequate revenue for old age Hammock tops, cushion covers,
He who. from zone to zone.
piano lessons.
But, if we put through the legisla
FRESH SEA FOODS
assistance and for education; the cost waterproof covers and waterproof Guides through the boundless sky. thy
CHARLES A. LUNDELL
With prices that fit your family tion called for by humanity and Jus
certain flight.
S. T. CONS r ANT INE, Singing Salesman
of collection would not be materially
Friendship. Maine
budget
ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel. In the long way that I must tread alone,
tice—prescribe the standards that
TELEPHONE 436-J
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Will
lead my steps aright
78-79
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1262.-W —adv.
62-T-tf
are best for the worker and for the
—William Cullen Bryant
(Continued on Page Two)
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Knox County”
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PORT OF CALL TEA ROOM
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I can do all things in him that
strengtheneth me. —Phil. 4: 13.

CHURCHES GAIN
Catholics, Numbering More
Than 20,000,000, Largest
Single Denomination
Church membership in the United
States, continuing its increase de
spite reports to
the
contrary,
reached a total of 63.493.036 in 1936. it
was reported in "Christian Herald,"
by Mrs. Maude H. Kieffer, who com
pleted the work begun by her hus
band. the late Dr Oeorge Linn Kieffei, statistician and reference li
brarian of the National Lutheran
Council.
Mrs Kieffet e figures showed that
rhurch membership
gained
by
9.589,866 from 1926 through 1936
Included in that figure is a gain of
857.404 recorded for 1936. The sta
tistics also pointed out that al
though the population in the United
States increased by 11.429.000 from
1926 to 1936. churches gained almost
9.000,000 new members during that
period.
Commenting on the increases,
"Christian Herald." said:
"Tne religious bodies of the United
States, rs a whole, are not declin
ing. but steadily growing. This is a
direct contradiction of the pessi
mistic teports which still so often
fill the pages of the secular press,
and even of some religious publica
tions. 7 lie figures, compiled with the
greatest possible accuracy, prove be
yond doubt that those pessimists
are wrong. The Church, judging
from membership statistics, and
from reports of contributions for ail
religious
purposes.
has
grown
r.nd continues to forge ahead.”
The statistics also show that the
Baptists, with a 1936 increase of
140 308 members continue to lead
til other Protestant denominations.
7 he Reformed Church, with a total
membership of only 366.583 as com
pared to the Baptists with a total
ol 10.332.0C5. had the second largest
increase. 81958. The Lutherans, with
a 43.905 increase, were third, and
the Methodists were fourth with
41.798.
The largest percentage of gam
was reported by the Unitarians, with
an increase of 62.77 percent, or 38.026 over 1935 Their total member
ship is now 98.600.
The Catholics, with a total mem
bership of 20.831.139 in 1936. remain
the largest single denomination ’n
the United States. Their reported
figures point to a gain during 1936
of 221.837. Their total adult mem
bership. according to the United
States Bureau of Census, for thir
teen years and over, was 14.956,758.
Only four denominations reported
a decrease in membership. They are
the Evangelical and Reformed, with
a decrease of 71.384: Congregational
and Christian. 2.177; Salvation Army.
2.336 and Friends. 1.527.
The Church of Christ, Scientist
with 202.C98 members, and Jewish
congregations with 4,081.242 reported
tne same membership for 1936 as
for the previous year.

ROCKPORT
Miss Mildred Graffam is occupying
ie upstair apartment at the Maisseh Spear residence, Camden
ad.
Miss Thalice Spear and Miss Carine Graffam, employes of the
jmbridge, (Mass.) City Bank spent
ie holiday and weekend at their
jmes here.
The Albert H. Chatfields, Jr., have
rived from Cincinnati to pass the
immer at their cottage. The Wilws.
Douglas Davis has been appointed
sistant manager of one of the
ickford restaurants in New York.
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin L. Greenw and son Edward of Portland
lent the holiday and Tuesday with
,s sisters Mrs. Effie Salisbury and
rs. Edward A. Champney.
Mrs. Robert Carle and infant son,
ewart Walter returned Sunday
om Community Hospital.
Miss Mary Havener of Portsmouth.
. H.. is visiting her grandmother,
rs. Gertrude Havener.
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller daughr Ruth and E. S. Merrill passed
ie holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Milr's son Maurice in Newport, Vt,
hey will return Home today.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra;m and son Maynard visited Suniy with Miss Arlene Ingraham in
»irfield.
Miss Adele Hawkins was at her
ime in Tenant's Harbor during the
ist few days.
Mr. and Mrs. John Porter Henngs and son John Heistad, of Portnd, arrived Saturday to be guests
Mr. and Mrs. H O. Heistad. Mr.
ennings returned to Portland Tuesly morning, his family, remaining
r the week. The family group was
ined on Monday by Mr. and Mrs.
•ygve Heistad and daughter, Selma
Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Stocker Ashtoi of
ilem. Mass., who spent the holiday
:ekend in a motor trip through the
hite Mountains and Maine, were
ests Sunday evening of Mr. and
rs. H. O. Heistad.
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AT THE NATION'S CAPITOL

Every-Other-Day

TENANTS HARBOR

IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

Delicious and Convenient

"Mountain Top" Program
(Continued from Page One)

i sharing on a 50-50 basis. Maine
has. by delay, already lost hundreds
more that the cost of collecting a cf thousands of dollars, in federal
one percent sales tax.
funds, and this loss will continue;
It is important, also, to bear in cur share, in the meantime, going to
mind that the funds raised for old other and more progressive areas, we
age assistance come back into the ' thus helping to care for their needytill of the merchant, after having aged. neglecting cur own.
If the Referendum falls on Au
been Justly and humanely expended,
rather than bearing the stigma of gust 16. we very well know that no
i stone will be left unturned to se
pauper relief.
But on August 16 we are not of cure a special session of the Leg
fered a choice of methods; we must islature..
The best that can now be done is
approve the measure as submitted—
the one percent sales tax—or progress to adopt the measure offered us on
in the old age pension program will August 16—imperfect as it is. If it
cease and the improvement—now prevails (as I fervently hope it may)
Imperative—in the educational sys Maine can qualify for its full share
, of federal aid. our pension program
tem be further delayed.
Ma'ine contributes its share—by can progress as it should, and we can
way of taxation—of the funds which in a measure meet our obligations
the federal government apportions as to education. We can then wait
to those states which qualify for fed with what patience we possess for
eral aid. This federal assistance is the Legislature of 1939 to correct the
in proportion to the amount pro errors in the method of taxation.
Clyde H. Smith.
vided by the State, the government

THE SAUNTERER '

IT’S HORSE SENSE

The Dudley Radio Carollers of the

1 Colonial network are to be at the

A meeting of the Knox Twilight
League will be held in the American
Legion hall at 8.30 Wednesday night.
Matters of importance are to be dis
cussed.
• • • •
Coming Games

Wednesday, July 7—Rockland at
Rockport.
Friday,
Camden.

July

9—Thomaston

at

Sunday, July 11—St. George at
Waldoboro; Thomaston at Rockland.

Tuesday, July 13—Camden at
Rockport; Waldoboro at Thomaston.

Wednesday. July 14—Rockland at
St. George.
Thursday, July 8—Waldoboro at St.
George; Rockland at Camden.

Thursday,
Waldoboro.

July

15—Camden

at

j Sale Of Poultry and Eggs Friday. July 16—St. George at
Not the Only Basis On Rockport.
• • • •
Sixty years ago Dad took me with
Which To Build
A. B. Crocker

o————

him to visit at his old home at
A few years ago many people were
Hopewell Cape. The front yard of
the homestead was filled with lilac getting rich (?) Investing their
bushes which were the pride of money in black foxes. The busi
Gram's heart and the lilacs of her ness was built on the supposed value
eye, so to speak.
of a pair of foxes for breeding pur
Gram. Dad and I went to visit poses. But soon the time arrived
relatives and stay over night. Upon when the profits or dividends from
cur return next day, Gram looked the business had to be paid out of
for her beloved lilac bushes and the money received for the sale of
they were not. Gramp had taken the pelts.
opportunity to cut them down.1 Poultrymen everywhere
should
As my grandparents were Baptists. I realize that the poultry industrywould not write that Gram was, must remain on a "pelt basis;" that
mad. but she was filled with right-' is the sale of eggs and poultry meats
eous indignation, and what she said must be the primary source of in
to Gramp was a-plenty. I have come on which the industry is built.
often wondered what she might have
In recent years Maine poultrysaid if she had not been a Baptist. men have expanded their business
What a lot of people there are( based on the sale, or expected sale,
in this world who hate to see things of hatching eggs at premium prices.
growing that beautify the landscape.' While such premiums are a valuable
In our day the worst offender is the, source of additional income, we
WPA. Under that sytem the work should not forget that the sale of
ers remove every bush, vine and' market eggs and poultry meats are
growing thing that beautifies the j the only long time safe basis on
roadside, leaving bare rocks and which to build.
soil.
In anticipation of this premium
We had a landlord once who just hatching egg outlet, the number of
lcved to "cut 'em down ' It seemed birds tested for Pullorum disease
to be a source of delight for him to Increased 103.020 hens last year.
do it. How Thoreau disliked folks This appears not to be a sound type
like that! Farmers that "were of the ci expansion in our Pullorum test
earth, earthy," saw no beauty in ing program and was not the result
nature. Dallas Lore Sharp, a pro cf recommendations made by those
fessor at Harvard University, bought charged with its administration but
a 14-acre farm at Hingham. Mass, rather was the result of a number
end there reared four boys. In 1916 cf commercial hatcheries coming
he published a book entitled "The into the State and urging poultryHills of Hingham" which was full of men to test, promising to purchase
humorous philosophy.
hatching eggs. This was followed
Like all Nature Cranks, the pro-1 by a tremendous slump in the broil
fessor was a lover of Thoreau's er industry with the result that few
works. As for growing mere beans.; sales were made.
listen to Thoreau. He is out in his
But what of the future? It would
patch at Walden. “When my hoe stem good horse sense to recognize
tinkled againt the stones, that mu-, that the primary purpose for testing
sic echoed to the woods and sky. fcr Pullorum disease is the elimina
It was no longer beans that I hoed.' tion of this disease from the State
nor I that hoed beans."
(f Maine. Any testing done for peo
The professor asks “Who was it.' ple outside of the State should be
do you suppose, that hoed? And if I done by the individual poultry-man
not beans, what was it that he cnly with a reasonable guarantee
hoed? Well, poems for one thing, that the out of State hatchery will
prose poems. If there is a more de be able to handle a reasonable num
lightful chapter in American litera ber of hatching eggs at a premium
ture than that one in Walden on i w-th which to pay this cost. Poul
the bean patch. I do not know which trymen planning to test for Pullo
chapter it is." The professor had rum during the coming season are
for a neighbor a Hingham farmer urged to take what precautions they
(whose father was a Maine farmer* arc able in this connection and to
end the real farmer did not think so remember that there is not only the
much of the city farmer; and they additional cost of testing but that
argued the question pro and cor. tarrying a large number of male
The different point of view taken by birds is an added cost in production
the disputants make good reading. of hatching eggs, which makes these
Said the farmer. “But as I see it. I premiums not all "velvet."—From
beans are bnans any way you cook the Poultry Outlook.
'em."
Writes the professor: "Take farm mingled cedars and gray- birches.
life, for instance and how it is I cannot help seeing them from my
typified in my neighbor! He raises v indows, could not. rather; for re
beans, she cooks beans, they eat I cently my neighbor (and there never
beans. Life is pretty much all I v,as a better neighbor) sent a man
beans." And now, as the Frenchman | over those hills with an axe and
puts it, “Let us return to our mut-1 piled the birches in cords of snowy
ton "
firewood. It was done, I could not
Another passage in the professor's! help it. but in my grief I went over
book reads: "Off against the sky to end spoke to him about it. He was
the south, a succession of his rounded I serry saying. 'Well, if there is one
slopes shoulder their way from the) kind of a tree I hate more than
woods out to where the brook winds another, it's a gray birch.' ”
through. They cannot be tilled, but’
N. C. C. 2.
they are lovely in their clumps of I Somerville, Mass, June 28.

Waldoboro 7, Camden 4
Something like [an old time crowd
was cn hand at .the Camden ball
ground Sunday afternoon, and it! 6aw
a game which had many weird fea
tures. but which was never lacking in
interest. The Waldoboro team lived
up to its Reputation lef being a snappy
team, and it [headed the home team
from the starting pine to the home
stretch.
Cram, the Camden pitcher, was hit
rather freely, and gave place to E.
Wadsworth, who gave a fine exhibition
of the hurling art. Fuulkmgham
pitched an excellent game for Wal
doboro. and Camden's hits were kept
well scattered.
Sherman led (both teams in batting,
cn? of his three hits being a triple
Extra-base hits were blso made byLord and French. Dailey excelled in
the outfield.
The score:
Waldoboro
ab r bh po a e
Redonnet. rf ...... 4 2 0 1 1 0
Sherman, ss .......... 5 2 3 1 4 1
McLain. >ef ............ 5 0 1 2 0 2
Crowell, c............
4 0 2 7 1 0
Jackson, If.............. 4 0 2 2 0 0
French, 2b ............ 4 12 12 0
Burnheimer, lb .... 4 0 1 13 0 0
Faulkingham,p .... 3
1 0 0 3 0
Vannah. 3b .......... 4 1 0 0 2 1

137 7 11 27 13
Camden Shells
ab r bh po a
Wheeler, ss
........... 5 0 0 3 2
Dailey, cf .............. 5 2 1 4 0
Lord, 3b .................. 4 2 110
Thomas, rf
........ 4 0 1 0 0
Weed, c ................. 4 0 1 10 0
Plaisted. 2b ............ 4 0 2 4 2
Wadsworth, lb .... 4 0 1 5 2
Leonard, If
........ 4 0 0 0 0
Cram, p ................. 2 0 0 0 1
E. Wadsworth, p .... 1 0 0 0 1
Bennett ................. 10 10 0

4

e
1
0
0
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
0

St. George 6 to 3 g>n the Camden Seaside Baptist Church of this place,
grounds. It was a nip and tuck bat ! Thursday at 7 o'clock. The group
tle up to /the seventh inning, when includes Howard W. Ferrin, president
Colbath wavered for Ithe first and of the Institute, speaker of the eve
only time in the game. In that chap ning F. Carlton Booth, song leader,
ter Leonard. Bennett and Lord doubled
and Miss Eleanor Ostrander, organ
and Thomas singled, with the net
ist
and pianist.
result of tour scores for the home
by musical critics, two of his radio Institute held a week's services ini
Many
radio listeners are familiar friends favorites being “The Stranger this church and his messages and |
team.
St,. George had the long end of the with the above voices over the air, of Galilee," and "His Eye Is on the fellowship were enjoyed and appre-'
batting, but the same seventh inning consequently already feel acquainted Sparrow." Miss Ostrander's organ dated. Rev. and Mrs. Newell J.
which [brought Camden four scores with these people, and will be anxious music is also much appreciated.
Smith are graduates of the Institute i
on four puts, netted St. George only
It will be remembered that a few and a warm friendship exists be- •
to meet them.
cne score on the same number of
months ago Rev. Arthur C. Lam- tween them and the above members
Mr. Ferrins messages each Sunday
bingles. Simmons made . home run
bourne of The Extention Dept. of the of the faculty.
when his slashing hit fcot by the out morning at 8 o'clock are an inspira
tion and Mr. Booth's tenor voice has
fielder.
ccme
to be considered of high value
Everybody was glad to see Johnny
Davidson back on first base for St.
George, and he covered it in his same
Sweeten it with Domino
nonchalant style. Lord (had a fine
pure
cane dean-full weight
day at third. The score:
Refined in U.S.A:
ICamden
ab r bh tb P*> a e
93 Exchange Street
3 2 1 1 1 4 0
Portland,
Maine
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Established 1854
Lord. 3b ........... 4 1 1 2 4 3 0
Thomas, c ...... 4 0 2 2 8 3 0
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
Wadsworth, lb .. 4 1 2 3 8 0 0 'Cra
• 18-19T&St
4 0 1 1 3 2 0
4 1 1 2 1 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0'
?iraTZJZJZjajzjzjzjzjgjzjgfajzjzjzjzjgJzrgrarajzj2JZJzmzfamzjzjzfzmzfiuzjzjzjzfZJzrJziarzrzizrzrzrzrzrEizj?'-1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ber.nett. p
3 1 1 2 1 1 0

SAVE MONEY!

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers

ci.

"“latfidl

33 6 9
George
ab T b!i
5 0 0
Auld. 2b .......
Smith. 3b ...
5 1 2
Wiley, ss.......
5 0 1
Simmons, cf
5 1 3
2 1 2
Monaghan. If ... 3 0 1
Hawkins, rf ... 4 0 1
4 0 0
Davidson, lb
Colbath. p ....... 4 0 1

13 27 13
tb
0
3
1
6
2
1
1
0
2

PO
2
0
4
2
6
0
1
8
1

a
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
3

© NATION WIDE

1'

e
0

ol
0I
0

ol
0

1
0I
0'

37 3 11 16 24 6 1
Camden .......... 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 x—6
St. George
0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0—3
Two-base hits, Wadsworth. Leonard,
Bennett Lord. Smith. Colbath. Home
run. Simmons. Base on balls, off Ben
nett 2. Struck 'out, by Bennett 7. by
Colbath 4. Sacrifice hits. Daily.
Greenlaw. Hit by pitcher. Wheeler.
Umpires, Nelson and Richardson.
Scorer. Winslow.
I
• • • •
St. George 3. Thomaston 0
After coasting along for five straight
victories Thomaston struck a snag
at St. George yesterday forenoon.
The home team, inspired by a goodly
number of rooters, made three runs
In the early part of the game, and it
ended the scoring so far as any
body was concerned. Everybody had
a warm greeting for John Davidson,
and he proved to be in old-time
form, garnering everything in sight.
Stimpson kept Thomaston hits well
scattered, and Condon was equally
efficient aside from the one fateful
inning.
• • • •
Rockport defeated Thomaston 8 to
6. in Thomaston yesterday afternoon,
with Merrill in the box. The upset
was disastrous for the home team,
for it was the second defeat of the
day for Manager Jealous' team.
Rockport made eight hits and fiv?
errors. Thomaston made 10 hits, and
lost the game without making an
errer. Merrill pitched for Rockport
and Robinson and Upham were in
the box for Thomaston.
• • • •

EXCELSIOR

SLICED PINEAPPLE LG£
STERLING

FIG BARSca

FILLING

0
2

LBS

SOUR PLAIN
SWEIT PLAIN
SWEET MIXED

A
2

t-OZ
JARS

pure fig

VALLEY

PICKLES
LARSON'S

VEG-ALL VEGETABLES 2 CANS 25c

animals lo be seen at each perform
ance of flic Walter I,. .Main Circus
when they exhibit in Rockland next
Saturday on the Old Circus Grounds,
—adv.

MILLER’S GARAGE
RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
9&EOT-tf

51

IZUMI

2cna°ns51c

CRABMEAT
KELLOGG'S r

ALL
FOR

I Pkg KRUMBLES
I Pkg BISCUITS
I BLUE GLASS

COMBINATION OFFER

25C

NORWEGIAN

NATION WIDE SARDINES .

2 CANS 19c

NATION-WIDE

CODFISH CAKES

.

.

.

2

CANS

23c

DOLE'S

EARLY MORN

FRUIT SYRUPS

Fltvon

BOT

17c

ASST. FLAVORS

PINEAPPLE JUKE 2 CANS

PKGS

9c

STEPHEN'S

TEAS ietFdT.»

29c

NATION-WIDE

ORANGE JUICE

2oSz27e

19c

LB PKG
‘/2 LB PKG
FORMOSA ORANGE PEKOE

NATION-WIDE

2

FLA-VOR-ADE

COFFEE

33c

blueLbag

21c

PARAFFINE

u.s.

JAR RUBBERS 5 PKGS 21c
VINEGAR 2 BOTS 19c

GULF WAX 2 PKGS 25c
BALL—IDEAL

PRESERVE JARS

93c

JUST HEAT AND SERVE

FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI
i

,
j
i
1

CAN

9c

WITH CHEESE AND TOMATO SAUCE

Sunshine
Nounishino
tfd

GRAHAM
[RAIKIRS

ECONOMY ft c
PKG ILBiJl

WHITE HOUSE COFFEE
THREE CROW

GROUND NUTMEG
FRENCH'S

MUSTARD

J-OZ

.

2CANS 19c

CREAM 0 9-OZ
SALAD Stars

0P 0
25c 2

6-OZ «B ft
jars

J7C

DIAMOND

RETREAD TIRES
NEW TIRES AND
TUBES

,

TEA-BAGS

38 4 8 27 8 6
Waldoboro .... 2 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0—7
Camden Shells 00200002 0—4
Two-base hits. Lord, French. Threehas? hits, Sherman. Base on balls, off
Cram 12. off Wadsworth 1; off Faulk
ingham, 0. Struck out. by Faulking
ham 3. by Wadsworth 6. by Cram 2.
Scorer. Johnson. Umpires. Nelson
and [Richardson.
• • • •
Camden 6. St. George 3
St. George defeated Camden 8 to 5
The Camden Shells christened thelr
new uniforms Saturday by defeating at Camden yesterday afternoon.
Mackies wildness led to his with
drawal in favor of Colbath in the
’ seventh inning when Camden scored
t all of its five runs. Camden used
three pitchers, Boynton, Brown and
Eennett. Long hits weTe made by
Lowell, Patterson. Mackie, Wiley. Lord
and Boynton. St. Oeorge made 11
hits and one error; Camden made five
hits and six errors.
• • • »
At Community Park yesterday
morning only three Rockland play
er? showed up in the morning and the
Camden players and the spectators
I left the field In disgust. In the afte-noon a patched up Rockland team
was defeated 19 to 8 by Waldoboro.
It is understood that the Rockland
I team will be reorganized.
• • • •
Rockport spectators witnessed a
fine game yesterday forenoon, wishCIGARETTE
ing the score might have been reversed. Waldoboro defeated Rock
port 2 to 0. It was a pitchers bat
tle between Woodward of Rockport
and Winchenbach of Waldoboro.
• • • •
Al Collins has resigned as manager
BUY
of the fitockland team in the Knot
Twilight League land has been suc
ceeded by Frank Winchenbach, man
ager and captain of the Pirates. ’The
PASSENGER—TRUCK
Rockland
team will be reorganized.
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT

mfiRVCLS
Th*
of Quality

Watkins Equine wonders in one o.’
their many feats of Intelligence and
only One act where these beautiful
animals perform along with the many
other horses, dogs, ponies and wild

SALADA'

Splendid Games Marked Holiday, With St. Providence Bible Institute which are
I heard on the "Mountain Top Hour"
George Starring—Rockland To Reorganize j every ^igiday over the Yankee and

MATCHES
Sunshine
COCKTAIL CRACKERS

APPtT!2£H CPAQK£PS /
*eu) distinctive flavoh '

FULL COUNT

■

■

6bOXEs25c

NO RUB OFF

17*

LIQUID
SHINOLA WHITE
DRESSING BOT 10c
TENOKA TEjrrunc LGE.PKO.|
DENTAL NOTICE!
SHOE
During Spring and Summer will
make appointments for Tuesdays and
Fridays. Notify in advance if possible.
DR. J. IL DAMON, Dentist
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
Tel. 415-W,
Rockland, Me.
44-45&Ttf
r-<gT^raHfZJ2JZjgjzjzjzja.'jgjgjB' uzjajzjajzjZ'ZJZJBJZJZJZjzjzjzjzjzjzjzjzjzfzrefzjzjzjzrzjzfZfZJZJzjzjzjzjzjzjzjiC;

NATION-WIDE. SERVICE

GROCERS
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was held from the Good funeral ■
home Monday, Rev. Weston P. Hoi-1
Burial was In
' Otis Dean and his friend Charles man officiating.
By Bushel As Provided By
i' Holt have returned to Combridge Mountain cemetery. Deceased died
Maine Statutes
j after spending the Fourth with the at the home of Mrs Maud B. Porter
ONE T1
former's parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Park street, where he has been 111
DAY
Standard weight per bushel as pro
for several months. He was born in
1937
Dean.
JUEY 1937
ONLY.
vided by Section 39 ot the Revised
_____ ■
Statutes as amended by Public Laws
Kay Brothers circus will be in this town 63 years ago. son of Ezra.
w T ,.F. s
s . M
and Emma (Swan) Bramhall.
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
i town July 14.
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherbee arrives to-1
it out and keep for reference.
1
3
“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
Mrs. J. H. Simonton and daugh1 Bushel—Pounds
day from Boston to spend several
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
6 7 8
3-j
40
i tei, Constance W. Patterson of Utica,
Apples ............ .............................. 44
All Shows Under
weeks with her sister and brotherli 12 13 14! 15 119 17
R. Y„ are In town for the summer.
25
Apples, dried
Daylight Saving Time
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Tyler
5O*G0LDEN JUBILEE TOUR
?19
Barley
48
' Mrs. Patterson went Monday to the
18! :20 21 22J23I24
Eugene Davis who has been atTUESDAY. JULY 6
Beans
.....................
60
j
University
of
Maine
where
she
will
WALTER L.
25 26 ;27I28 29130 131
lending Penn State College of Os
Beans, Lima ........................................ 56
Evening 7 and 9
attend the summer session.
Beans, shell ..................... ............. 28
teopathy In Philadelphia is passing
“Beloved Enemy”
Beans, Soy ....„.................
58
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shibles of the summer with his parents, Mr. anti
MERLE OBERON
Beans, scarlet or white runner,
; East Douglas. Mass., were recent Mrs. ArthU ' Davis.
and BRIAN AHERNE
pole ............. ... ________ 50
; guests of Mr. and Mfs. Frank L.
Thomas McGrath, who Is employe.! j
Beans,’ string ............... _... .............. 24
Kennedy.
WEDNESDAY. JULY 7
Beans, Windsor (broad) ............. 47
m Bangor was a holiday visitor at |
A
Beets .............
60
BANK NIGHT
I The annual membership campaign' the home of his brother Francis MeBeets, mangel-wurzel _................. 60
Evening at Seven and Nine
oi the Community Hospital began Qrath.
i Beets, sugar
<0
this week. It is hoped all will sup
July 6—Vlnalhaven—Concert In Me
Beets, turnip,
........________ 60
“
The
Last
Train
morial hall, benefit ot Tonsil Clinic.
Beet Greens __________ ._ 12
port this worthy cause as generously j
July 7 -Annual Fair. Ladles Aid at Lit
Hom Madrid” Blackberries ................... .............. 40
TENANT’S HARBOR
tlefield Memorial Church
as possible.
DOROTHY
LAMOIR
Blueberries
.............
_
.....
„
....
42
July 10 -Walter L. Main Circus In
and LEW AYRES
Raymond Thurston. U.S.A. re- [ Mr an(j Mrs. Niles Cameron atRcrkland.
Bran and shorts
20
July 13—Concertand bridge party at
Buckwheat
_____________
48
turned
to New York city Monday ■ tcnc;ed the reeert Coast Guard banArmory, auspices St. Bernard's Parish
THURSDAY, JULY 8
Carrots
....____ _________ 60
' after a short furlough with his j net in Portsmouth, N. H
July 13—Rockport—Garden Club meet
Evening
at
Seven
and
Nine
50
Corn, cracked ___________
ing at Walter Carroll home
mother. Mrs. Mary Snow.
July 14 — Camden — Kay Brothers
Corn, Indian .....
56
“State Fair”
Circus at Athletic Grounds
Cranberries ............ ________ 32
Mrs. Edith Lermond is in Port- Sammy was not prone to over-ex
July 28—Downle Brothers' Circus.
WILL ROGERS
Currants .................................. ..... 40
' land, called by the critical Illness of ertion in the class room. Therefore
July 28 — Rockport — Fair ol Baptist
George Brent and Anita Louise in “Go-Getter.”—adv
[STAMUNGl
Dandelions
12
Ladles Circle.
his mother was both surprised and
her brother, Homer Smith.
(sensATionsJ
July 20—Tenants Harbor—Fair ol
Feed ............_........ _........ ...
50
The hearing before the Board of Flaxseed ........................................ 56
These were on exhibition ' Mr. and Mrs. Joseph French of pleased when he came home with the
Puritan Rebekah Lodge.
naments
Aug 4-7—Rockport—Carnival Regatta. Aldermen at 7.30 tomo»row night Hair ...................... ............. .......... 11
WARREN
Aug 10—Glen Cove—Field Day ot
Sunday at the chapel. A part of th Philadelphia have rented the Farns- announcement: "I got a hundred this
IS
promises to be a hot affair regard- , Kale ---------------- ...—
District 12. O.ES at Grange hall
The Congregational Ladies' Circle morning service was devoted to an worth house on High street and will morning."
Aug 11—Owls Head—Church talr.
70
less of the weather. Frost and Wil- l^im®
. ..... ".......
The Historical Spectacle
"That's lovely, dear," she said as
Aug 16- Maine's Special Election.
will
serve the monthly supper Thurs exhibition of their accomplishments j open an antique shop there at an
50
. • .u
j
l Meal (except oatmeal)
Aug 17—Rockland Garden Club Flow klnson. acting as agent for the Tide- Meal corn
she
kissed
the
boy
tenderly.
"What
60 day. the committee being Mrs. Nancy such as memory verses, songs and early date
er Show.
50
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Littlewood was it in?" she asked.
Aug io—State Field Meeting ot Knox water Oil Co. are asking permission Meal, rye .........................
Academy ot Arts and Sciences. It stormy to locate two more tanks. The pe Millet, Japanese ____ .....
35 Clark, Mrs Abbie J. Newbert,' Mrs. Bible stories.
“Fifty in reading and fifty in spell
of New York city, P J. Davis and
GRCAT6R THAn A
Annie
Russell,
Mrs
.
Edna
Moore.
Mr.-,.
Mrs
Burdeen
Simmons.
Is
improvtlrst pleasant day.
Oats
.................
__
........
32
E.
J.
Doheny
of
Boston
and
Sher

BABYlOniAD EXTRAVAGANZA.
ing.
”—Montreal Star.
Aug 10 -Warren—Annual mid-summer tition Is vlglrously opposed by Ward Onions .......... ....................
62 Ilda Russell, Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs ing from illness.
concert at Baptist Church
Parsley ............._____
8 Flora McKellar, Mrs. Gertrude StarMr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess of burne Thiele of Winnetka, Ill., are
Aug 24 — Annual meeting Three- 6 residents.
Parsnips .............
According to a prominent novelist,
Quarter Century Club In Ellsworth.
45 rett and 'Miss Rosa Spear.
North Weymouth. Mass, are spend- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilbur,
__
33
The concert-bridge under auspices Peaches, dried
his wife prefers a clean and tidy
Sea street.
At
the
special
town
meeting
!held
ing
this
week
with
George
Teague
22
The summer playhouse at Surry, of St. Bernard's parish will be held Peanuts, green
Megunticook Grange meets to- home to his personal comfort and
roasted ........._
20 Saturday it was voted to transfer the ! Mrs. Jane Andrews who enjoyed
will open in August for a four weeks’ next Tuesday at the Armory on Peanuts,
o4pjoecAayicel
so they are constantly at war over j
England.' morrow night.
Pears
58 $1694 raised for State aid road and several weeks’ trip
season.
60 which was to be placed bn the Cam - (France. Germany and Italy, returned j
NWI H. Fuller and Miss Har trifles—Naturally, the husband Is, as
Spring street. Miss Lotte McLaugh Peas, smooth ..............
28
lin, as major attraction, will give Peas, unshelled, green .
1 I* nt i< wee en at n usual, less than the dust!—Exchange.
wrinkled ...............
66 den road, to the Union toad for a tar Saturday to her summer home here. ’-c
Ralph Rawley is employed at the generously of her own talent and Peas,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Albert
M
Walcott
(Fuller
camp
at Lake Megunticook.
Potatoes .......................
60 surface. It was also voted to author
Golden Pheasant cafe at Falmouth present many of her pupils in solos Potatoes, sweet
The meeting of the Congregational Jones pulled into the garage with
64 ize the selectmen,hf necessary, to hire of Arlington, Mass., were visitors)
Forcslde during the summer.
and chorus work. On the committee Quinces .....
48
Saturday at the home of Mr. and |Cllcle scheduled for Wednesday, at a grinding of gears and brakes, and
40 an equal amount In the fall for use on Mrs Sidney «Vlnal.
are: Mrs. Leonise Delano, chairman: Raspberries .................
!the home of Mrs A- w Rich' Elm asked to see a decent second-hand
Rice, rough _____
44 the Camden road in the event that
Saturday 5604 cars crossed the Mrs. Orover Knight. Mrs. James Rye . ........
Mr
and
Mrs.
M.
S.
Hahn
accom( street' has been postponed until car.
66 the (Federal money, promised, might
Kennebec bridge or nearly 47 percent Kent, Mrs. John Thompson. Mrs. Salt, coarse
70
panied by Miss Janet Wade, and (Jul>’ 1410
held at the same PIace- “Getting’ tired of the old bus?'
ON CIRCUS GROUnDS
70 notlbe available.
C. Peterson and Mrs. P. I asked the garage-keeper as he ran
more than for the corresponding date Willis Anderson, Mrs. John Hughes,1 Salt, Turk’s island
Miss
Katheryn
Peabody,
recently
mo

Callers Monday on Fred Watts were
Camden; Miss Ellen Daly. Mrs. Ann j Salt, f‘ne - .........
60
1230 and 630 P.m
his
eye
over
the
relic.
a year ago.
60 Edelbert Watts of Haverhill. Mass., tored to Portland where they met w- Carlson and daughter Eleanor of
Gllchrest. Thomaston; Mrs. Anna ",
;
“
Yes,
every
time
I
park
her
some
Miss
Thelma
Stoddard
of
North
Galesburg.
Ill.,
are
visiting
Mrs.
Seed, alfalfa ______________
60 and John B. Them of Boston, who
60
Stratford. N. H who will spend the Carlsons grandmother. Mrs. Alice copper comes running after me to i
Miss Dorothy Thomas who is em Webster, Mrs. Jane Foley, Mrs. Mil Seed, clover ____
44 were in St. (George fcr the holiday.
make sure I've reported the accl- I
Outhouse.
ployed at Silsby's Flower Shop has dred O'Donnell. Miss Helen Pietroski Seed, hemp .............._
Seed, herdsgraes ....._... _____
Emerson O. Perkins atended the summer with her aunt, Mrs. Hahn.
45
The funeral of Howard Bramhall dent."—Automobilist.
returned from Boston where she has Mrs. Kathleen Duff.
Mrs.
Lillian
Cotton
and
Mrs.
j
Seed. Timothy ......
45 funeral services Wednesday of Mrs.
FEATURING
been taking a summer course at a
Seed, Hungarian grass _____ _
48 Jennie M. Blackinton, his cousin, Marguerite Johnson of Rockland |
in preparation for the sixth an Seed, millet_______ ______
60
floral school.
spent a short time Monday with
REX COLE
nual amateur boxing tournament, Seed, orchard grass _______
14 of Rockland.
Mrs.
Cotton's
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Seed, redtop ...._____ _
14
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Batchelder
IT'S FULL OT GOODNESS . . . FOR
FAMOUS COWBOY STAR
Albert E. Clark 73, a Spanish War sponsored by the Bangor Daily News, Seed. Sea Island cotton
44 have returned to Weymouh. Mass., Harvey Post.
IN' PERSON
veteran well known to the members a series of eight tournaments will be Seed, sorghum ________
Mrs. Charles Pierce who was em
50
Only
Real
Big Show Coming
having
been
guests
of
relatives
here
held
in
widely
separated
cities
and
Seed, upland cotton _______
of the local patriotic bordies was in
10
ployed at the Hopkins Grammar
PA
Funny Clowns
. |“ A
. 12 the past week. They attended the School for Boys the past year, has
stantly killed Saturday when struck towns in Northern Maine within the Spinach ...................... .
OU Including Funny Ford
Strawberries _________ . 40 Wotton-Belasco wedding in Thomas
next
two
months.
Arrangements
by a motor car.
returned here and is employed at the
have been made to hold an amateur Tomatoes . ......... ________ . 66 ton Wednesday.
Turnips, English _____
Life Saver Tea Room.
. 60
Fred Spear has returned here for
Due to a mistake in typing, the tournament in Rockland, Thursday, Turnips, rutabaga _____
• Get next to the goodness of this
60
Largest Cirrus in America
. 60 the summer, after spending the win
broadcast over WHEB. scheduled on Aug. 5. In each of the preliminary Wheat ___ .._.......... ... .......
tempting ginger ole. It has marvelous
Showing At Popular Prices
The
sole
alarm
of
the
holiday
came
ter in West Springfield. Mass., with
announcement card for July 25. will tournaments there will be eight I The standard weight or a
Down Town Ticket Sale Circus Day
early Tuesday morning from Box 25
flavor, a rare bouquet, matchless zest.
as follows:
barrel of Flour Is
196 lbs. Mr. and Mrs. Leolyn Speai.
at Corner Drug Store at No Advance
be July 30, 4 p. m. when Mrs. Wil class® cf qompetition
h
The standard weight of a
in Prices.
for a small roof blaze on an old
Famous for over half a century.
Mrs. Howard Batchelder ot Wey
barrel of Potatoes is .......... 165 lbs.
liam M Greene of the District of 112 pounds. 118, 126. 135, 147, 160. 175.
building at the rear of Masonic
mouth. Mass., and Miss Cora RcbiuColumbia Chapter. Washington. D C. and heavyweight. The eight class The standard weight of a
barrel of Sweet Potatoes Is.. 150 lha son were callers Wednesday evening Temple. The fire was started by a
will speak on "Old and New Mexico." winners in each tournament will be
In YulL
sky rocket and resulted in only nomi
brought to Bangor to compete for i
16-ounce
on Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley.
pint*,
nal
damage.
The
department
ran
Ike Merrill, the canny golf player state titles and major awards. The
PALE DRY
GOLDEN
Recent callers at the home of Miss
and full,
two
hose
lines
due
to
the
great
haz32-ounce
who makes Rockland his hailing port, finals will be held in Bangor, Sept.
_____
Mina Williams were Elston MacFarquarts
GINCER ALE
zard of the area but only one line
turned In a 77 to cop low gross hon
land of Whitinsville. Mass., and
was wet.
For the Vinalhaven Chiefs—
ors in the MSG.A. handicap tourna
Union. Mrs. Cora MacFarland and
Saturday was a busy day in Mument at the Bath Country Club Sat
Rockport Captures Extra Miss Mildred Collins of Union, Mr.
urday. Homer E. Robinson returned .nicipal Court K. Korhonen of St.
and Mrs. George Gonia and Mr. and
■I,:
:
Inning Game
a score of 80. Sherwood Williams 81 I George was found guilty of drunken
Mrs Walter Gonia of Quincy. Mass.
and Roger Sorrent, 84. Richard driving, was fined $100 and costs and I _
,
Mr. and Mrs. Ocbrge Gonka of
Harden and Arthur Flanagan did not sentenced to 90 days In jail, with 30
Tnd'as hitTSSk^t
Quincy. Mass., passed the holiday with
turn in their cards.
days additional if the fine is not
K
" nl“' KOCKport
defeated Vinalhaven 11 to 8 in 10 Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett. Mrs.
------■ paid. He appealed and furnished :
Hattie MacFarland who has been
innings Sunday.
Wendell H. Thornton formerly of bail. Morgan Vickerman pleaded
this city, physical director and teach- (not guilty to maintaining a gambling j Both pitchers were hit hard, but visiting the Gonias for several weeks,
and who attended 'while there the
er in the city of Newton, Mass, ran j place, but was convicted and sen- j quite a few runs resulted from errors.
wedding of a great-granddaughter.
The
Chiefs'
infield
blew
up
like
a
Camp Atamansit at Falmouth last tenced to 60 days in jail. His place,
Louise Milliken, has returned home.
season. This season he will operate ! known as the B.«C. Social Club, on firecracker, missing chances that are
The third and fourth degrees will I
usually duck soup for them.
for five weeks. Camp Melco at Main street, was raided by Patrolmen
The visitors wasted rto time in get be conferred on one candidate to
Brooks. Maine. This camp was for- Chapman. Christofferson and Drink night at Warren Grange. Following i
merly Camp Passagassy for boys and (water Friday night. Three men al- | ting started. Three hits and an
Camp Paysock for Girls. Next sea leged to have been gambling there j error produced two runs. The Chiefs the work a strawberry festival will be
son the camp will be run for the full were sentenced to 30 days in jail, j tied it up in their half of the first, enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. John Connell and
eight weeks Mr. Thornton will run but the sentence was suspended. AI- I and In the second scored four more.
daughter
Patricia and Mr. and Mrs.
In
the
wild
sixth
Rockport
scored
the Boys' camp and Mrs. Thornton mon Powell of Washington was found
will run the Girls end of the pro guilty of selling a gallon of hard six Tuns on four hits and lour errors. William 'Joi.cs and son William of
Again the Chiefs tied it up, but in the Auburn, were callers Sunday on Mr
gram.
cider and was fined $30 and given 30 ,
extra frame Rockport got three runs and Mrs. John Connell and other
days in jail. He apperled and fur
to clinch the game.
relatives.
One highly interesting and entirely nished bail.
THE “PHANTOM”
Holiday weekend guests of Mr and
In spite of all the errors, there
unscheduled feature of the Fourth
were
many
nice
plays,
both
in
the
Mrs.
Parker
McKellar
were
Mr.
and
activities at Public Landing was
A truly beautiful, fully automatic General Electric HotMARRIED
provided by the Snow Marine Co. IVES-AMES—At South China, July 3. Infield and outfield. Guilford, the Mrs. E. L Shaw of Marlboro. Mass.,
point Iron that glides through ironing like a Phantom.
by Rev. Orville J. Guptill. Kenneth Chiefs' second sacker, made a nice and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jacques
with Capt. John I. Snow as master
Built for outstanding service, gracefully styled in
A. Ives of Roxbury’- Mass , and Mies stop on Belyea's grounder, retiring his and son William of Northboro. Ma-ss.
of ceremonies. Among the props
streamline contour. Temperature control dial is marked
Isabelle A. Ames of Matlnlcus.
Mrs. Harold Moody and son Jack of
were the good old lighter Sophia and FR EEMAN-SCAMMON - At Owls Head. man after a long throw off balance.
to indicate the correct ironing temperature for each
July 5. by Rev. C. A Marataller. Hopkins also made a beautiful play Pittsburg. Penn., who are spending
a huge scow. The act being staged
fabric, “Silk,’’ “Cotton," “Wool,” “Linen,” and an “Off”
Charles B Freeman of Rockland and
Alice g Scammon of Owl s Head
on Starr’s bunt, throwing out n run- •the summer in Beverly, Mass., joined
was the replacing of the heavy plat
position for your convenience. Just “dial” the fabric
—At
Thomaston. ner at third
her other son Wellington here at the
form section of the seaplane ramp FERRY-ARMSTRONG
to be ironed and the proper ironing temperature for
July 2. by Rev H S Kllborn. Frank
that fabric will be leached automatically and main
Ferry of Middletown, r i, and Miss
“Obose' Arey, the live-wire booking home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc
which had been in some way so far
D.na Armstrong of Thomaston
tained accurately.
Deep blue Textolite, form-fitting
agent, has some excellent teams Kellar for the holiday weekend.
released from its bonds that it slid
Verna Wiley, daughter of Mr. and
handle
with
integral
thumb rest, is designed to relieve
off the end of the track into the
booked
up
for
future
Sundays;
among
DIED
harbor.
arm.
wrist,
and
shoulder
strain. Button nooks permit
Mrs.
Alford
Wiley
iof
North
Whitethese
rae
Lewiston,
North
Vassalboro,
JOHNSTON—At Waldoboro. July 3.
ironing under and around buttons. Heel stand saves
william s Johnston, aged 81 years. 8 Damariscotta and Camden,
field. is passing a few weeks with her
2 days
Funeral Tuesday at
needless lifting. Weight only J pounds.
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. George
The score:
Any |x*rson wishing free wood from 2months.
o’clock daylight at residence. Inter
ment
In
Shuman
Cemetery.
Rockport
Wiley.
a large elm just cut down please
HOFFSES— At Rockland. William II
Mr.and Mrs. Lindley Wiley are em
telephone 316-W or 318-R—adv.
ab r bh po a
Hoffses of Thomaston. aged 76 years.
2 months. 2 days. Funeral services I Belyea, iss ............. 6 1 2 2 3
ployed at the home of Charles But
this afternoon at 2 o’clock from Cushn «
ler. North Union.
lng funeral home. 10 Knox street. '-x*>D
0
HELP STOMACH
Burial In the Thomaston Cemetery.
\f.Graffam, 2b ........ 6 2
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wiley have em
BRAMHALL—At Camden, July 3. How- '
if
c i
ployment at Gleasondale, Mass.
DIGEST FOOD
ard Braiphall. aged 63 years. 4 months. | *>onna€n, n ............... o l
Phantom Iron
K«»g. Price................ «7.»5
Without Laxatives—and You 11 Eat
16 days. A
Mr. nnd Mrs. Sidney Wyllie are
FKBK witli each Phant<»ni
K. Crockett, rf
6 0
Everything from Soup to Nuts
#1 ALLOWANI’E for Vonr Ohl Iron................
1.00
spending this week at Lake Boon, in
i Turner, c ............... 6 1
The stornarh sIvjuI.I digest two pounds of food
a 7»"te Ironiufg Hoard
CARD OF THANKS
dally. When you eat heavy. greasy, coarse or
Stowe, Mass.
Crockett, cf ...... 6 1
rich foods or when you are nervous, hurried or
We wish to thank all the kind friends
»h<w poorly—your stomach pours out too much
and neighbors who were so helpful to
Starr, lb
4 1
Josef Vinal. who has been ill with
Iiili*o<lis4*lorv Price
Pml nnd t orcr
fluid Your food d esn’t digest and you have
us In our recent bereavement, also for
gas. heartburn, nausea, pain nr eour etomach.
pneumonia, is about again.
You feel sour, tick and upset all over.
the beautiful flowers
WettWorth, p»........ 5 1
Doctors say never take a laxative for stomach
Mr and Mrs. John Kent. Mr. and Mrs.
____
pain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It takes those
The Summer Vacation Bible School
Frank Lyddie
little black tablets called Hell-sns for Indigestion
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless, re
which
was in session at the Congre
Swan's
Island.
50
11
14
30
14
lieve distress In 5 minutes and put you back on
your feet. Relief Is so quirk It Is nmaxlng and
gational Church the past two weeks,
Chiefs
one 25e package proves It. Ask for Bell-ans for
Indigestion. Sold everywhere, (c) Bell A Co. 1917.
closed Friday with the presentation
ab r bh po a
HEMEMHKK—The Kl ALLOWAA’I’K for your OLO Iron uppSica to
Swanson. If ............ 5 2 3 4 1 2 of diplomas to 27. ( The average at
Hopkins, p .............. 4 3 3 2 3 0 tendance fcr 'the two weeks was 35.
Any Automatic iron in our niocli if you prefer a
Erickson, c .............. 4 0 3 9 0 0 Much credit for the success of the
Ambulance Service
loirer price iron than The
Guilford, 2b............ 5 0 114 1 school goes to Rev. H. I. Holt, who
Woodcock, Bb........ 6 0 0 4 1 3 was in charge, assisted by Mrs. Laura
Anderson, rf .......... 5 0 110 0 Jameson and Mrs. (Charles Wyllie.
Lyford, cf ............... 5 0 110 0 Girls who helped were Misses Doro
Patrick, lb .............. 5 2 1 7 0 1 thy Simmons, Christine Jones. Marie
AMBULANCE SERVICE Haskell, ss .............. 4 1112 1 Marr. Ruth Starrett. Charlotte Moore.
A Value that coiiicr
Morticians
Evelyn Smith, Joan Smith; beys who
but once a vear!
42 8 14 30 11 8 helped included George Robinson and
Russell Smith. Handiwork of the
Two-base
hits,
Hopkins,
(Bohndell.
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
TEL. 662
Base on balks, off Hopkins2, off Went girls included placques. book covers,
361-365 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND,
S CLAREMONT 8T_ ROCKLAND
worth 2. Struck out, by Hopkins 8, molds and fans, andoftheboys wood
119-tll
98tf
work, bill files, bird houses, lawn orby Wentworth U
f
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A SMART QUINTET

Miss Ruth Wahlman and Miss
Kathleen Cotter of Cambridge. Mass,
Five Master Shipbuilders
are spending the vacation in town.
SERMON TO VACATIONERS
Gather In a Bath Shipping
William West of Bangor is guest
Office
ol Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson of
The ghosts ■of the men of Maine who
Niagara, N. Y., are visiting relatives
built and sailed the Down Easters, the
in town.
big wooden ships that carried the flag
Raymond Moire of Marlboro.
Mass., is at the home of relatives
to the iports of all nationes, and the
here, on a visit.
big wooden schooners—largest foreMr. and Mrs. Kendall Hatch were
and-afters in the American Merchant
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Marine—were conjured from the fog
K. Coombs.
of the past thp other day by five of
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
Waterville' passed the holiday with
the finest of that lamous breed of
Mi and Mrs. L. W Sanborn.
Yankee shipbuilders and masters.
Mrs. Alice Strickland and daugh
In the hallowed office by Percy &
ter Miss Ethelyn Strickland arrived
Small, builders of the largest wooden
Saturday from Boston.
schooner In the world, there gathered
Mr. and Mrs. William Massey of
ln rare Teunion, recalling old wind
Deleware are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
jammers wid old fellow craftsmen.
Daniel Middleton.
Oliver Matthews of Thomaston, who
Celeste (Carver) Holloway gradu-I
at t)he age of 90 is etill active as a
aled June 23 from The Yale School
shipyard blacksmith, “ironing’’ riragof Nursing.
gers in the \/orse yard ln hts town;
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Thomas of
John Wardwell of Rockland .85. who
Cambridge. Mass., were guests over
laiathe kqel and framed out the
the weekend of Mrs. Carrie Thomas.
first American schooner to carry six
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arey and son
masts, the George W. Wells, built at
of Boston are making a visit with
Camden ln 1900; Chester Pascal of
relatives in town.
Rockport, whose father, the late
Miss Lillian Ross of Boston was in
Jchn Pascal was master builder for
town for the holiday.
Carleton & Norwood of Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. V. S Walsh, sons
and who was a foreman, working
Stephen. Joseph and John of Au
under Jiis.z filter, wlwn the senior
burndale. Mass., arrived Saturday at
The photographer, fairly close, took care to focus on the child, not on the
Pascal bufy/or Carleton & Norwood
DI
distant scene. Exposure 1/100 second at f.8 on a fair day.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett
the great full-rigger Frederick Bill
Libby.
ings of 2.629 gross tons, in 1885. the i
Qenuine &nqrave<)
HIS year when you go on your persons just posing, nor “scenics” as
Mr. and Mrs. David Anderson I
vacation, resolve to come back void of noticeable feature as an army i first American to carry four masts;
passed the holiday with Mr. and Mrs
blanket, nor any more conglomera
with better snapshots than you did
Capt. Jim Creigton of Thomaston,
tions of meaningless composition
Edward Turner in Lisbon Palls.
a year ago.
who began bis seafaring life as a
QffeDDbuj tfnviiatiom
Determine to take more care with shot at random for no good pictorial
Mr. and Mrs William Young of
boy or) the ship Alex Gibson of
reason.
Such
pictures
are,
as
you
your lens stops, your shutter speeds
Whitinsville, Mass., were in town
Tnomaston
and whose last command
and your focusing. Decide that be know, products of no ambition to
for the Fourth.
was the 6-masted schooner Ruth E.
fore you take a picture you will give make the best out of the possibili
anx)
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Coe of Boonton.
thought to the light conditions; ties of a person's camera, the film, Merrill, built in 1904 by Percy *
N. J., arrived Saturday. Mr. Coe re
Small for J. S. Winslow Sc Co. of
whether the day is hazy, dull or very he uses and of himself as a photog
turning Sunday and Mrs. Coe re
rapher.
dull;
whether
a
.midday
sun
is
Portland; and (be host, Capt. Sam
Gfainounceinenh
In terms of entertaining, eye-de
shining from a clear sky or the less
maining for a visit with her par
uel R. Percy, who with the late Frank
intense early morning or late after lighting. emotion-stirring and photo
ents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs.
A. Small built the Eleanor A. Percy,
noon sun; whether the light is in graphically excellent pictures, these
Miss Lucille Morton was home
the second 6-master in the country,
creased by reflections from expanses possibilities are unlimited, and on
from Camden to pass the Fourth
the Wyoming of 3.036 gross tons,
of water or sand; whether your sub vacations, whether you head for the
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
queen of the wooden schooners of the
ject ts In average shade or deep ocean, mountain, lake, river, even
Morton.
shade; whether under any of these the prairie or the desert, the oppor
world, and whose shipyard repaired
Choice of
conditions you are photographing tunities for real pictures are un
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Cassie of
both the Camden-built George W
35
nearby objects or a distant scene. limited. Do make up your mind this
Quincy. Mass. were in town over the
ellf and the Eleanor A. Percy after
Different
time
to
think
before
you
shoot.
Say
you will consider these things
weekend.
their collision off the Massachusetts
Special supplication: If you have
each time and carefully adjust your
Styles
Elliott Hall of Whitefield passed
coast in 1901. when they were the
never used a color filter, treat your
camera to fit them.
of Lettering.
the weekend with his family.
only 6-masters in the world.
Make up your mind that you will self to two or three of different
Price
Arrivals at Bridgeside are: Mrs.
think also about the composition of types, or at least one average filter
“That," observed Mr Wardwell
each picture, that lt shall have merit such as the K-2, and experiment
Hattie Smith and daughters Lillian
Includes
alter studying the building record of
because of Its pictorial qualities and with them before you start. Filters | Percy & Small, which amounts to
and Marjorie of Wakefield. Mass.;
Inside and
that ln each scene showing Jiuman bring in clouds distinctly, cut
Miss Alise Rossetter. New York; Miss
Outside
or other beings there shall be story through haze, combat too bright re ! nearly 85.000 tons and includes seven
Ann McCune Minneapolis; Miss I
flections from water or sea sand. j fix-masters and many four and five
telling interest.
Envelopes
Rose Peterson and Miss Mary Petermasters.’ “is a lot of tonnage.'. Which
Declare that you will bring back LiXa dpftly placed cosmetics on mi
ten. New York; Mr. and Mrs. Carl
from this year’s vacation no more lady's face, deftly used filters en
built more than 85 vessels, in CamAdditional Invita
out-of-focus pictures nor underex hance beauty. Learn to use them.
Esservy. Royal Oaks, Mich.
li comment from an authority, for
tions or Announce
posed or overexposed ones, nor pic You will be surprised and delighted
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins and ,
the Rockland craftsman himself has
FOR 50
tures blurred by camera movement; with'the results.
son Paul of Worcester. Mass., were
den Rockport, and other Down East
ments at 4’/zc each
John van Guilder
no more of those lifeless pictures Of
guests of Mrs. Hopkins' parents. Mr.
ports.
.m... .
50 Engraved At
and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn over the
• • • ......
•
claim to her husband.—“I have found
weekend.
He
looked
up
from
the list to en- j
Home or Reception
a genius!"
Hints for Homemake's
Capt. and Mrs. Job Cunningham of,
joy
Capt.
Percy's
recollection
of the
Those of us whose memories go
Cards____ $5.50
Rockland visited Monday with Birger
By Jane Rogers
time Capt. Trask lost every blessed
back
50
years
recall
the
remarkable
Magnuson.
sail off ape Horn, and Capt. Percy,
No Extra Charge
Additional Cards
range, quality and power of Mrs. S
Mrs. Ada Arey returned Saturday
then sailing before the mast, had all
for Engraving
Winslow's
voice
as
something
the
at .— 3>/zc each
ftom Boston.
hands chuckling by the time he got
like
of
which
we
have
never
heard
Plate
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith of Au
to where the Bath-built Bohemia was
save
on
the
operatic
stage.
In
addi

gusta were home for over the holi
under bare poles: “Cap'n Trask sent
tion
to
her
voice.
Mrs.
Winslow
had
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
a man aloft to cut a hole ln the
ir her efflorescent years an exotic
Lane.
foresail, the only canvas left, and
beauty
and
personal
charm
which
Mrs. Allard Sprague returned Sat
100 Engraved Informals, including envelopes ____$3.00
then that blew away. They were all
would
have
been
a
perfect
back

urday to Brockton. Mass.
cld sails, but the Cap'n gave the
ground a great musical career.
100 Engraved Visiting Cards___________________ $1.65
• • • t
mate a going over for putting to
When the “Chapel'' was function
Reunion of Old Grads
see without the right gear,”’
ing
and
thronged
with
people
who
Vinalhaven Alumni held a ban
These Are the Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on *
Capt. Grelghton who had sailed
quet Friday at Union Church vestry cculd sing the Moody and Sankey
Genuine Engravings.
square-rig. though his commands
hymns
“
Aunt
Met"
and
some
kindred
125 attending. The meal was served
were fore-and-afters. thought it
bj Union Church Circle with ures- scul would set the tempo for a fa
funny it took so long before the ship
Samples may be seen al
miliar
hymn,
and
her
glorious
voice,
ident Mrs. Charles Chilles as chair
builders gave square-riggers enough
man. The tables were prettily deco like a great organ, would carry with
ELF-STARTING electric clocks beam. Capt. Percy, mate in squarerated with cut flowers. The . table It the audience of a hundred or more
regulated by alternating home riggers. master ot schooners, and
for the class of 1937 carried out the people much to the distress of ' Sid''
current have a definite appeal totulldei of schdoners. figured as how
who
would
say
—
“
Mamma.
don't
I
class color scheme, blue and gold in
the modern woman. These clocks ft was because everyone, builders and
sing so loud!"
are not only punctilious time keep- j
flowers and favors.
It Is a conceit of an unsophisti-| era but they come in suctfi a variety skippers alike, were afraid they’d
Officers elected were: President.
cated
father or mother to say of a of colors and styles as to make lt j roll the masts right out of 'em.
Edwin Erickson; vice preseident,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
to choose a clock that will , “How old were you when you got
child.
“
She would have made a great possible
Evelyn Patrick; secretary, Beulah
harmonize with the decorative I
your first command?" Capt. CrieghGilchrist; treasurer. Nina Christie; singer etc. but as often as this child , scheme of any room in the house. '
ton was asked.
Beautifully
tinted
glass
clocks
performs,
even
before
musicians,
no
J
executive committee. Mary Neilson.
and charming timepieces in wood
“It was the old Lottie,'' he recalled.
Impression
seems
to
be
made.
De

James Barton. Pauline Smith.
and plastic play an important role j "I was 22 and she was three years
Letters were read from Mrs. Ber bunking aspiring operatic stars is one In room design. The Telechron3L
older than I was. That schooner
tha Raymond, Fruitland Park. Fla ; cf the embarassing duti es of the motored clock illustrated, for ex
ample, has been especially designed was so rotten nobody else would take
and Mrs. Luther Burns of Atlantic, modern vocal teacher
“Aunt Met" spent her busy and to appeal to the feminine whim. It her.'
Mass. Several selection were played
Is styled of glass with mirror fin
The talk swung around to the great
by the orchestra—Leon Arey and happy life caring for her home and ish. Imitation “Cloisonne” finish on
fleet of vessels built on the Kennebec,
of
much
less
her
children.
Singers
metal
makes
the
dial
which
is
en

Bruce Grindle. saxophones; Flavilla
circled with black etched-in Roman at Bath, Richmond and Phippsburg.
Anderson, drums; and Ollie Walters, ability and of much more local fame numerals. In blue, amber or clear
The last vessels built at Richmond,
attended
to
the
vocal
needs
of
the
piano. Cheers were given by all the
crystal this particular clock makes
town, while “Aunt Met" baked cook-! a charming timepiece for the bou it seems were. the 4-masted schoon
classes.
ers Jacob W. Hook, launched in
sitting room.
Speakers were Rev. Arthur Leigh, ier. for her children and the chil-j doir or feminine
« • •
1918, and the Phoebe Crosby, in 1921,
dren
of
the
neighborhood.
Yet
one
j
O V. Drew and W. Adelbert Smith.
Did you know that by selecting both built by the late Elwell S.
of
the
most
thrilling
memories
of
i
After the banquet President Erick
window shades in a continuance of
Crosby, one-time mayor of Bath from
son extended best wishes to the class\ some of us ln middle life is of this color tone In which a room is deco
models made by Mr. Pascal, who in
rated
the
room
achieves
a
feeling
incomparable
voice
which,
though
of 1937. The alumni ball was held
of greater spaciousness? Larkspur the early years of the current cen
shenced
in
death,
still
sings
in
our
in Memorial hall with music by
blue shades—and incidentally Lark
hearts and awakens dreams of what spur blue is one of the newest and tury had from these same models
Arey's Four.
it might have done had it been dis smartest colors to make Its appear built the last big schooners sent
Permit us to create
ance in cloth window shades—have overboard in Rockport.
ciplined
to sing for the world.
LIKE UNTO MELBA'S
a personality ln your
been chosen to create just this ef
• • • •
John H. Gould.
fect in a room papered in pale blue
printing work . . . such
West Bridgewater, Mass., July 5. where the woodwork is painted in
Was Voice of The Late Mrs. Win
Former Mayor Allan Irish. Capt.
slow of Vinalhaven Claims Bay
a contrasting darker blue.
Percy's son-in-law. offered Mr. Mat
personality as you would
This new Larkspur blue window thews a smoke but the Thomaston
State Writer In Touching Trib
prefer in the human
FRIENDSHIP
shade has been used with great
ute
effectiveness in bathrooms and bed master-smith smilingly declined:
salesman that you would
“I'll be 91 In four months, and I’ve
Miss Dorothy Burns has been pass rooms. The color is a particularly
employ.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ing a couple of days with Miss Eda good one for bedrooms as It keeps tried smoking Just once. That was
out the glare of the summer sun enough."
Not many persons know that there Lawry at Forest Lake.
and makes for cool restful sleeping.
grew up in Vinalhaven a woman
Looking over photos of old Bath
We plan and print
Mrs. Clayton Oliver is employed
who had she been born 15 years ago
ships and barks. Mr. Wardwell rec
. . . booklets, inserts,
instead of over 80 would have become for the season as cook for the Sha
ognized at once the bark Guy C.
sales bills, broadSides,
a second Melba. Yet such a woman piro family of New York city.
Goss, long commanded by the late
was my “Aunt Met" (Mrs. Marietta
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Foster and
Capt. Walter M. Mallett of Topsham,
announcements, office
I Winslow) as she was affection sons. Randall and Walter, have ar
later master of the famous steel ship
and factory forms and
A Magic Word
ately known.
rived for the summer vacation.
Dirigo of Bath.
supply estimates on a
Mrs. Winslow lived her youth at a
“The old Guy C. Goss," mused Mr.
Fred Gray who has employment at j
competitive basis.
time when singers who became great the Foster home, returned Saturday'
Wardwell, whose last work was per
In
a
Magic
went to the continent for their train
formed in the noted Cobb-Butler
from New York.
ing, and when a local singer’s chance
yard in Rockland. “I worked on her
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker of
cf discovery was remote. Melba
Ring—
up in the Goss & Sawyer shipyard.”
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
might have lived and died in Aus Warren have opened their cottage at i
Though
Mr.
Matthews
had
tralia an obscure singer if she had Martin's Point for the season.
“ironed” seven full-rigged ships in
ROCKLAND, MAINS
r.ot literally fought her way to the Mrs. Nellie Brazier, a teacher in the
the old days, and Capt. Creighton
continent, where an operatic teacher Danvers (Mass.) schools, is occupying
and Capt. Percy had sailed in the
tested out her remarkable range,—to her Martin's Point residence for the
deep-water ships, schooners were the
leave the room abruptly and to ex- summer.
predominating lntere;t Mr. Pascal,

SPECIAL OFFER

T

Lowest
Prices

Ever

Traveling Around America

SHORE LEAVE
COME sections of the Panama
Canal Zoue cities seem more Ori
ental than the Orient Itself yet there
are always plenty of sailors around
to remind one of home. Not every
sailor sees the wuld but there are
few of them who tail to visit Panama
—for through this famous waterway
pass ships flying the Hags of ail
nations Officers and crew crowd the
night Cubs, and make life interest
ing (or the shopkeepers along Front
Street, t
They know their Canal Zone ba
zaars like a main street housewife
knows her grocery stores. And
tourists passing through the Canal
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S

on weekly cruises down to Peru and
Chile gain many nointers from the
shopping methods of the sailors. For
these frequent visitors to the Canal
know just where to find the best
silks at the cheapest prices, the gen
uine linens and real laces, the uncut
perfumes, the finest Panama hats,
ank the most beautifully carved
Ivory. They know most of the shop
keepers by name, and just about
how far they can go with each In
the matter of bargaining: It is not
an uncommon sight to ftnd a Hock
of tourists following ln their wake
buying what the sailors buy and de
manding lt at the prices the seamen
pay.

51

5°
1

w 57

5b

59

58

VERTICAL (Cont )
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
9-Sow (Prov. Eng.)
42- \ fruit (pi.)
1-A household
10-A consecrated edifice
44-lnvoive
6-Help
16-The whole sum
46-Clan
11- Open (Poet.)
18-An English coin
47- A serpent
12- Termination of
2O-Uprightness
of form
48- Having ears
nouns denoting
22-Sparkled
50-Fetters
vocation
24-Atom bearing an
52- Before
13- Obese
electric charge
53- Consume
14- Noah (Fr.)
26-Anger
55-Fifty-four
15- Leases
29-Entreaties
17-Site of famous Eng 57- Mop
32- A title
58- Forsake
lish race course
33- A fruit
59- Dogmas
19-Lavishes extreme
34- A flower
fondness ypon
VERTICAL
35- Man’s name
21-Coincide
1- Large '•■nod* I tract 36- Assented
23-A relative
38- A school book
of lano
25-An edible seed
39- An herb allied to
2- lmitat<
27- Preposition
chicory
3- Repairs
28- Revocation of a
4- Careened, as a ship 41-Seizes
grant (Law)
43-A land measure (pi.)
5- Pronoun
30- Muaical note
45-Ascended
6- A college degree
31-Give pleasure to
49-Metric land measure
(abbr.)
36- Three-toed sloth
51-Used in negation
37- Electromotive forces 7- Combining form.
54-Near by
Haro
46-Letter of credit
56-Pronoun
8- lnsert
(abbr.)

(Solution to previous pusle)

M-

KITCHEN AIDS
»T land Hnuvlon_______

used to white oak vessels, couldn't I
say a particularly good word for the '
later-day schooners that were built
of Pacific fir. The fact that he
Governor Ames, built at WaldoL to
in 1888 and the first American
schooner with five sticks, was a cen
terboard was mentioned, and centerboard schooners versus keel-schoon
ers proved quite a subject, but on’y
for a short time as all hands voted
for the keel-schooner. For one thing,
the center-board took up too much i
room, cut down the vessel's carrying
capacity.
Born on the Penobscot. Mr. Wardwell recalled that before he was 21
he had designed a 200-ton schooner.
He was hardly of age before he built
her and put her overboard.
Frank Duley of Bath, who had
sailed with Capt. Pe**y as mate, I
joined the group and he and his old i
employer had the whole group
chuckling.—Mark W. Hennessey in
tlie Press Herald.

Maine had 340 food processing
plants in 1935. turning out products
valued at $27,842,995.

T took an inventive genius to

up a way to cook the popu
Ilarthinkbroccoli
quickly and easily. This

new steamer is the answer. Slip the
vegetable into it flower end up, and
stand in any saucepan containing
about three inches of boiling water.
Place over a burner of your truly
modern gas range and reduce the
flame to simmer to maintain gentle
boiling. Steam cooks the broccoli
and the {talks become tender in the
boiling water. Through slots in the
side you can test with a fork for
tenderness. Then slide the broccoli
onto a platter for serving.

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
AND CEMENT WORK

S. E. EATON

TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.
55*57
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Every-Other-Day

grown in the home garden or that
grow wild.
To prepare greens for cooking,
A Menagerie Of Strange
soak ln cold water and wash ln sev
eral waters to remove all sand and
Critters Being Brought
dirt. Always lift the greens out of
Austrian Capital Remem*
From Sumatra
Washing woolen blankets requires the water when washing Instead of
bers Younger Strauss.
pouring the water off the greens.
special care since wool, when wet,
American chickens are due for a
Oook ln the water that clings to the
Washington, D. C. — Vienna shock when the National Geogra
Is sensitive to rubbing and changes leaves only until the greens are wil
(Wien), Austria's music-loving cap phic Society (Smithsonian (Institu
ol temperature. Then, too, strong ted and tender.
ital, is honoring Johann Strauss, tion wild animal collecting expedi
Cooked greens may be served hot the younger, whose “Blue Danube
alkalis in the wash or rinse water
tion returns from Sumatra this
may harden and shrink wool fibres with various seasonings. Leftover Waltz” Is now seventy years old.
Since this famous tune was first summer. Among the menagerie of
cooked
greens
are
also
good
ln
salads.
and may yellow white goods, states
Cooked spinach, dandelions, lettuce, played ln Vienna ln 1867, millions strange creatures which it has col
Miss Helen C. Spaulding. University ot other greens chopped very fine, ot couples ln all parts of the world lected so far are several Maleosj
of Maine Extension clothing special make good salad6. Season with salt have danced to its undulating meas birds half as large as chickens but
ures.
v.hich lay eggs with ten times the
and pepper and add one tablespoon
ist.
"Although Viennese received the volume of hens' eggs, (about 2 1-6
Miss Spaulding recommends using vinegar to each two cups of greens. waltz poorly when they first heard
times the diameteri.
The huge
lukewarm water for both washing Pack into small cups or molds and lt, now they cannot pay enough hon eggs are covered by mounds of earth
chill. Arrange on lettuce. Garnish or to its composer," says the
and rinsing wool. She suggests soft
with hard-boiled egg slices, slices of National Geographic society. "In and vegetable debris and left to
When the young Maleos!
water as best, but not water that has cooked beets, asparagus tips, etc. Vienna, one may stroll along Strauss hatch.
been softened with large quantities Serve with French dressing or may street, hear operettas at the Johann emerge they are all ready to fly
Strauss theater, or Strauss concerts end take care of thmselves.
of strong washing'powders. Borax onnaise.
ln the city park, where a bronze
Tree kangaroos, wild pigs, a pair
To make dandelion salad carefully and marble monument represents
may be safely used ln the water to
cf pygmy buffaloes, a dozen beauti
Lorna and Julia. “Hour of Charm” musicians, learn the knack of cooking
pick over and wash tender dande- the composer playing his violin.
which the soap Is added. It has
and cracking lobster from Billy, The Oysterman.
"Ever since the Thirteenth cen ful birds of paradise of four dif
l.on leaves. Chop, mix with sour- j
proved best to dissolve the soap ln cream dressing, and garnish with J tury, the pages of Vienna’s history ferent species, many monkeys and
HERE'S a trick to selecting a Plunge the live lobster Into a pot
have included sheets of music, for several pythons, huge snakes which
the water, using a neutral soap. Mix slices of egg.
good lobster and preparing it ot boiling salted water and cook
over a slow steady fire In a covered
the city’s destiny has been 'conduct squeeze their prey to death, are
well and put the blankets down Into
• • • •
properly, according to Billy the pot for 15 minutes.
ed' by musical rulers. Under Em r.mong the other creatures which i
a
large
quantity
of
lukewarm
suds
Come
with
me
into
the
kitchen
for
J
Oysterman. at whose famous old
Here Billy is explaining to two
press Maria Theresa, Vienna be
New York eating place gourmets interested pupils, whose career is
With a washing machine lt Is parti a few minutes and let us consider : came Austria's court and social cen Dr. William M. Mann, leader of the
have been served superior lobster making music but whose hobby is
ways
of
making
the
old-fashioned
j
cularly
important
to
have
the
soap
ter, attracting numbers of compos expedition, is collecting to bring
dishes for more than half a cen making delectable dishes, how to
Zoologi
kitchen
cupboard
more
convenient,
evenly
distributed
before
the
ers and musicians who filled with back for the National
tury
cook lobster and how to crack the
blankets are put In.
invites Elizabeth Tryon, the home lively strains the vast salons of cal Park ln Washington.
ln selecting the lobster, he ad shell and remove the meat. The
vises. be sure that it is heavy in body shell, he tells them, should be
Many people insist that blankets demonstration agent for the Exten magnificent Schonbrunn palace.
Health of Wild Life a Problem
proportion to Its size and feels firm. slit down the middle with a sharp
Taught Marie Antoinette.
come
out best when washed by hand, sion Service in Franklin County.
Dr. Mann and his assistants, aided
There Is a shallowness about the knife, and the claws cracked with
"There six - year - old Mozart by local scientists and animal col-;
but. as they are heavy and clumsy
Perhaps there may be some waste
feel of a poor lobster because the a lobster crack.
flesh is too watery, and when
The girls are Lorna and Julia,
io handle, it 1s much easier to do space between the shelves that might played by invitation. When the boy lectors have been scouring the trop- J
cooked it will shrivel greatly
flute players on Phil Spitalny’s
them ln a machine. One double be utilized by moving them nearer j prodigy slipped on the polished floor ical Islands of the Netherlands for
and was picked up by Marie An
As for cooking, boiling is the "Hour of Charm”, heard Monday
blanket Is about the capacity of the together and adding extra ones. 1 toinette, daughter of the empress, strange and rare wild animals, birds
most popular method in the home. nights ln a coast to coast broadcast
ordinary family size machine. It Is Then we might have all the dishes of he declared he was going to marry ana reptiles, many of which never
best to wash the blanket in thq a kind flat on ia shelf, and not piled j her. The German composer, Gluck, have been exhibited in the United
machine only a short time, as long up with bread and butter plates appointed court chapel master at States. Besides the creatures al
running of the machine pounds the above dinner plates, and saucers on Schonbrunn, heard Marie Antoinette ready mentioned they have collected
blanket so that the wool Is felted top. so that no one but a juggler sing her scales. Later, when Marie cassowaries, large ostrich-like birds;
Antoinette went from this Austrian
verywhere—home owners are
and no longer soft and fluffy. The could move the bottom layer without
Versailles to Versailles, she invited several specimens of the cuscus. an
water for the second washing and moving them all.
Gluck to play for her there, and animal with a prehensile tail like a
Then many homemakers are mak- ; helped him produce his operas in 'possum; parrots; lizards; snakes;
for the rinsing should be of the
enthusiastic over this new way
same temperature as that used for ing vertical partitions In the cup Paris. This was just one of the lit and pigeons.
the first washing. After rinsing un board containing their cooking uten tle things that whipped up French
The bill of fare for this menagerie,
of solving the heating problem
hatred for ’the Austrian' and enroute by boat to the expedition's!
til no soap remains, the blanket may sils.
be run through a loosely set wringer
By measuring the utensils lt is pos-1 brought her to the guillotine.
base camp at Siantar. Sumatra, in- '
“During the Congress of Vienna
slble to make separate compartments ,
or spun In an extractor.
ln 1814-1815, while diplomats were eluded 700 bananas a day. boiled
If the blanket Is washed by hand. for the cake tins, muffin pans, and
dancing to gay Viennese music, rice by the bucketful, many sacks of
It Is best to squeeze and work lt the rest When one opens the cup- ! came the startling news that Napo cf green grass, baskets of Indian
about In the lukewarm suds without board door, instead of finding piles j leon had escaped from Elba Sev corn, and large quantities of beans,
rubbing. A so-called vacuum cone of pans Jumbled together, one would enteen years later, his sickly young papayas, sweet potatoes and bird
on a stick is a useful tool for doing find a convenient filing cabinet with son, 'L’Aiglon* died a virtual pris seed.
this If used carefully.
each pan In Its own particulari oner in Schonbrunn.
Dr. Mann reports that he has in
"Vienna is a city of first nights. the expedition's collection a good
To dry the blanket, it Is well .to ' niche, and always ready for use. and •
CIRCUS GROUNDS, AIRPORT, PLEASANT Si.
Its residents heard the premieres,
hang tt over a line with from a 1 easy to remove,
not only of Strauss' ‘Blue Danube cross-section of the wild animals,
To get the best anthracite
fourth to a half of the blanket on
birds and reptiles of the eastern
simply ask for—
"Picnlcking" may be one of tht Waltz,' but also of his operetta ‘Die Islands of the East Indies, including
one side or. better still, to distribute
Fledermaus,' Beethoven's opera
the weight over several lines. Squeeze words most people can't spell cor '^idelio,' Mozart’s The Magic Celebes, the Moluccas and Ceram.
the excess water out of the ends oc rectly. as a popular author says, but Flute,' and The Marriage of A few specimens also have been ob
casionally. The blankets will dry nevertheless lt is • word well and Figaro,' and many other operas and tained from New Guinea. Every ef
more quickly and evenly where there favorably known. And some there symphonies.
fort is being made to keep the wild
"The city was the birthplace of
is a current of moderately warm air. be whose memories of picnicking in
creatures
in good health so that they
Schubert and Fritz Kreisler; the
When dry. the nap may be raised by clude aches and pains caused by adopted home for more than thirty will reach the United States safely.
We sure have one sweet line of Summer Clothing
brushing with a clean, stiff whisk eating sandwiches or salads or years of Brahms and Beethoven, The expedition plans to collect more
Now—you can order coal by color.
2
and
Furnishings—one of the best we ever had. We
broom or hand cards. The warmth of cream-filled cakes left too long in a and, for shorter periods, the resi animals on the west coast of Su
Everybody is welcoming this new way of buying
warm
atmosphere.
dence
of
Schumann
and
many
other
only
wish we could have an opportunity to show
a blanket depends largely on the
matra. and In Slam before returning
coal. It's so simple, so easy to get the coal you
“Moist cooked foods." says Leone musicians. There Mozart and home.
I amount of nap.
2
them
to you.
want.
The washed blankets are ready to Dakin, Extension foods specialist, Haydn died. Beethoven, who went
The
damp,
humid
climate
of
the
SUMMER
SLACKS for boys or men, pretty patterns S1.25, SI.50. SI 98
to Vienna to study with Haydn, died
“Blue coal" is the famous product of the largest
store when thoroughly dry. Any , University of Maine, 'such as milk,
SUMMER SWEATERS for boys or men
S1.00, S1.5”, SI 98
there in 1827. Among his mourn^s East Indies, which lie along the
anthracite producer. It's America s finest coal
DRESS SHIRTS—and these are good ones
si oo, $i.j;>
tight box or container may be used. bggs. meat, or fish, are excellent was Schubert, who followed him to Equator. Is rusting locks and hinges
S1.00. SI.98. S2.98
BATHING SUITS OR TIGHTS—all wool
. . . colored blue so that you will recognize it
Paradlchlorobenzene or napthalene ' breeding places for harmful mlcro- the grave the following year.
en the expedition's trunks, making
BOVS' SHORT PANTS ..................................
59c, 79c, $1.01
when you see it.
flakes scattered through the folds of organisms. Including those that cause
"Blue Danube” Not Blur.
traveling bags, shoes and cameras
POLO SHIRTS ............................................
29c, 50c. 75c, $1 09
serious
poisoning
without
making
the
the
blankets
give
added
protection..
79c
Years of experience in the coal business has con
"Noted for its light operas and moldy, and even growing fungus on
SPORT SHIRTS—short sleeves, low nerk
• • • •
food smell or taste spoiled. Remem dance music, the city is also cele camera lenses, but Dr. Maynard
vinced us of this. If there is any better anthra
And for Work Clothing we have
6ome greens are sour; others are ber that the bacteria which infect brated for its church music, which Owen Williams, staff representative
cite in existence than “blue coal”, it hasn't been
pungent, sweet, aromatic, bitter, or | food are found everywhere. Give has been cultivated ever since the of the National Geographic Society
MEN'S DUNGAREES .............................................. S1.00. $1.25, $1.41
brought above ground. It is pure coal from the
MEN’S DUNGAREES ............................................. ... 79c, 85c, SI 00
spicy. In no other single food group . them a favorable temperature and founding of the royal choir in the in the expedition, is overcoming 1
richest seams of the Pennsylvania anthracite
$1.15, S1.25, SI 50
MEN’S KlIAKI PANTS OR WORK PANTS
will one find so many different! the necessary moisture and they mul- Fifteenth century. Those who at these handicaps and making many
field, the finest hard coal region in the world.
tend service at St. Stephen's cathe
50c, 75c
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS ..............................................
savors.
They
may
be
served
in
more
tipiy
rapidly.
They
seem
to
be
espeThe blue tint is guaranteed harmless.
Sl.(0, SI.: 5, SI 59
MEN S OVERALLS
dral may hear music by Haydn, Mo still and motion pictures of the trip.
than 200 ways either raw or cooked. clally partial to meat. fish, and zart, or Schubert, and in various
One beautiful line of UHILDREN’S WASH SUITS $1 60, $1.50, S1.9S
With Dr. Mann and Dr. Williams
Let your next order be for “blue coal”. You
Because of their variety in flavor and cream fillings for cakes and pies.”
chapels, singing by talented choir arc Mrs. Mann, herself an expert
can't find a more dependable or a more eco
the many ways of serving, greens de- , The bacteria that infect food do boys. Haydn was once one of the handler of animals, birds and in
nomical fuel—anywhere. Why not phone your
serve a wider popularity than they not confine themselves to picnic cathedral's choristers.
sects, and Malcolm Davis and Roy
order now?
"Although Vienna has lost much Jennier, keepers from the National
now have, says Leone M Dakin. Ex fare They are also fond of left
tension foods specialist. University of overs, Miss Dakin says. Left-overs of its pre-war gaiety, it still has Zoological Park
<\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^^^^
coffee houses in which one may sip
SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY
Maine.
of meat pies, dishes made with cream coffee to lively airs, and theaters in 4.
Dandelions and flddleheads will sauce, gravies, custards, boiled or which operettas are performed. Its
soon be available ter the picking, or cream salad dressing must be care manufacturers, though not as busy
in the markets for those who can't fully handled and should be used as in Vienna's heyday, still make
go where they grow wild to gather promptly. In general, left-over foods musical instruments, especially pi
them. A little later the list of avail should be transferred promptly from anos. In the spring and autumn,
(Successor to Rockland Coal Co.)
able greens will include mustard the dishes in which they were served visitors throng the Spanish Riding
academy in the Hofburg to watch
greens; turnip, beet, and spinach to separate clean, dry, covered dishes, trained white horses perform to mu
TELEPHONE 72
ROCKLAND, ME.
greens; kale, chard, chicory, cow chilled as quickly as possible, and sic.
slip. endive, escarole, fennel, horse kept in the cold storeroom or the re
"In the Nineteenth and Twentieth
radish, radish tops, sorrel, water frigerator. w
centuries, Vienna has become as
cress. and many others that may be
In hot weather, especially, left noted for Its schools of medicine
overs of perishable foods should be and psychology as it had been pre
viously for music. Its hospitals and
boiled or thoroughly heated before clinics draw doctors, medical stu
they are served again. "Warming dents, and sufferers from all over
is your chance to buy
up" such foods Is not enough; it may the world. Sigmund Freud, father
enuine, Socially Correct
even increase the danger by raising of modern psychoanalysis, lived
the temperature to a point favorable and studied in Vienna.
“The Donau river, 'the Beautiful
to the growth of microorganisms but
Blue Danube,' on which Vienna is
not high enough to destroy them.
situated, is not blue, but brown, and
•»••
WATTS BLOCK, THOMASTON
light green at low water. It rises
Good ventilation adds greatly in the Black forest in southwest
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN HISTORY!
to kitchen comfort these hot sum Germany and flows 1,725 miles into
mer day.-, says Edna M. Cobb. Exten the Black sea."
Genuine engraving is the socially coned thing for business
sion home management specialist,
stationery—the dignified, impressive medium for business
who Is assisting many Maine wom Oyster Shells Provide
or professional use. Now—at these amazingly low prices—
en to improve their kitchens this
there is no need to be satisfied with imitation engraving or
Back Bay Sound Footing
year.
commonplace printing. ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISE
Boston, Mass. — Evidence of oys
How is the kitcli' n located in re
MENT INCLUDE THE COST OF ENGRAVING THE PLATE.
ters' popularity here in the 1850s
spect to the prevailing breezes? asks was revealed by discovery of a
Super
values In
Miss Cobb, ana hastens to add three foot seam of shells in the Back
VISITING CARDS
kitchen odors and layers of hot ail Bay.
100 paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30 styles of en
ENGRAVED
will be "gone with the wind” if
From the public gardens to Com
graving, PLATE INCLUDED, only------------------------- 11.65
BUSINESS
given a chance. Windows In at least monwealth avenue and Berkeley
two wallsfl or one or two windows in street, two blocks away, shells were
STATIONERY
SOCIAL STATIONERY
one wall and an outside door in an found by workmen digging ditches
Special styles for men and women. A choice of lovely
other, are desirable. Then there can for irrigation pipes.
Now —lor the lirst time—engraved
colors, monograms and styles of engraving. PLATE IN
be a good cross draft.
stationery lor business or profes
City records of 1857 showed that
If possible, the stove should be at that time the Back Bay "smelled
sional use may be had at tho
CLUDED ...................... ..................................$2.25, $3.95 and up.
price ol ordinary imitations. Take
placed so that the draft does not like a dump, which indeed it is,"
advantage ol these outstanding
strike it directly. Windows should and declared that oyster shells were
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
values:
extend as near the celling as possible. to blame.
OR INVITATIONS
The top sash should be kept in con
When laborers began to fill in the
500 Business Cards, plate
dition to lower easily for carrying off tidal mud flat known as the Back
On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate finish. Inside
included----- - ---------- $7.35
odors. In seme kitchens an eiectrie Bay that year, they apparently
and outside envelopes and PLATE INCLUDED-------- 68.95
500 Hammermill Bond letterheads
ventilator replaces a pane ln the up spread a foot of soil over the shells
(8 Vxxl 1 or 7Vsxl0W) — $7.95
per sash. Windows set high from and considered their job well done.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
the floor are good in a.small kitchen
50 Business announcements, en*
Sympathy cards, birth announcements, at home cards,
velopos and plate included,
because equipment like the refrig
erator or sink may be placed below
reception cards—all available in a socially correct seleconly_______________ $8.85
them.
lion of engraving styles, sizes and shapes at correspond
SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER
If curtains are used in the kitchen
ingly low prices. Come in and see our display of samples.
ALL OTHER GOODS SHARPLY REDUCED—THIS IS ALL HIGH GRADE
they should be made so as to pull
500 engraved business cards,
aside easily and leave the window
MERCHANDISE
500 Hammermill Bond letterheads,
free for ventilation either, at top or
bottom. Full length window screens
500 Hammermill Bond envelopes,
are an aid to good ventilation as they
plate Included, only — $15.69
permit either sash to be opened

TIMELY HELPS
for the
HOMEMAKER

HOME OF COMPOSERS
HONORS WALTZ KING

TO SHOCK CHICKS

WAIT

LOOK
WHO’S
COMING

i

ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY, JULY

T

E

EVERY KATUN ^INNOVATION

NEWTHHHAWN

■BBS

blue coal

AYEN

WILLIS AYER

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY

CLOTHING VALUES

Extra Ordinary^

The Entire High Grade Stock of

Ufcre

LEVI SEAVEY CLOTHING STORE

Engraved Stationery

A FEW BARGAINS PICKED AT RANDOM

BOYS’ HIGH SHOES, sizes 3 to 5 ................................. : 98c
BOYS’ SWEATERS, a splendid value............................... 89c
LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS, regular 4.00 ........ 69c to $1.89
CARTER’S UNION SUITS, odd lot, 1.50 value.................. 89c
REG. 1.00 SUMMER UNION SUITS............................... 49c
VAN HEUSEN COLLARS, 35c value............................... 19c
IDE COLLARS...................... Soft......... 19c; Hard.......... 7c
BABIES’ AND CHILDREN’S SHOES................................ 59c
DR. SCHOLL’S 5.00 ARCH SUPPORTERS.................... $1.19
ONE LOT YOUTH’S SUITS (2 pants) $16 to $18 value... $8.75
MUSEBECK SHOES, regular 8.00.................................. $4.95

(,-W?
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Ten members of the Class of 1935
Thomaston High School and one j
guest held a picnic Friday on Drift '
Inn Beach, Martinsville. Those at- j
tending this delightful reunion were j
Mr and Mrs Frank Maloney of
South Thomaston, Miss Betty Lind- I
stedt of Cushing, Miss Eloise Dunn.
Miss Elizabeth Henry. Fred Bucklin. '
Walter Strong William T. Smith, Jr.
Ralph Davis. William Spear and j
Robert Foster.
Mrs. Frank Dunlop who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ronald La- I
Chance, for three weeks, returned
Saturday to Millville, N. B . Mr. and
Mrs. LaChance motoring there to
take her. Mrs. LaChance remained
for a month's visit and Mr. LaChance
returned home yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford and
guest. Miss Mary Boardman of Bos
ton passed the holiday svith Miss
Frances I. Babb, in Castine.
George Mcdarter, and Misses
Katheryn iMoCarter and Lillian Mc
Carter
delightfully
entertained
friends at Riverside Cottage, in
Cushing, as an observance of the
holiday. The guests enjoyed a boun
tiful picnic dinner and a clam-bake
later. Some of the younger persons
indulged in swimming and croquet,
while others found pleasure in noise
makers, solving brain teasers, dis
cussing the news of the day or
reminiscing.
Those making the
party besides the hosts were: Mrs;
John Wickstrom and children. Edith,
Edwin, Herbert and Irvin. Fred Rob
inson. Sr., Fred Robinson, Jr., of
Cushing. Mrs. Climena Luce. Mr.
and Mrs. A H. Robinson, Oliver
Johnson, Samuel Miller Miss Mari
lyn Miller, Miss Ruth Sutler, Miss
Marie Jordan. Rodney Jordan and
children. Loring and Marjorie. Mrs.
Lizette Jordan. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
W. Jones, Mrs. Celia R. Oliver all
cf Thomaston: Mrs. Bessie Crouse of
Fryeburg. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Robin
son and daughters, Barbara ai d Mar
jorie of Rockland.

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

NO-MAN’S LAND UP
AGAIN IN ROCKIES
Find 30 Blank Miles in
New Border Dispute.

Drama tense and exciting holds sway during much of the new screen
play, “Behind the Hcadlints," in which Lee Tracy is starred as a rapid newsgathcrer, and Diana Gibson is featured as his rival, a reporter from a news
paper. In this scene a climax of the RKO Radio picture is depicted, with the
girl escaping from a closed tiuck containing stolen gold, over the body of
Donald Meek—who has sought the gold and her life. The modem method of
broadcasting news happenings from the place of their occurrence is
graphically depicted.—adv.

THURSDAY

Miss Eloise Dunn went today to
Orono where she will attend the j
summer session at the University of
Maine
Miss Myra L. Welch of Boston was
holiday guest of Mrs. William J
Tobey.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy K Lermond had
as holiday weekend visitors at their
cottage at Holiday Beach, Mr and
Mrs. William Sharpe of East Hart
ford and Mr. and Mrs. George Miner
and daughter. Geraldine of Hart
ford
Clark Gable, Myma Loy, William Powell in
Mr. and Mrs. Justice B. Good and
—
“Manhattan Melodrama”
Dr. Marian May of Saco, spent the
holiday weekend with Mr and Mrs.
Clark flablc. William Powell and Myma I.oy in cne picture is the unusual
attraction offered in “Manhattan Melodrama," opening here Thursday. The
Edgar Cobb.
Mrs. Chester Johnson ard daugh- story, a vivid tale of N<w Yoik life, concerns a gambler, a district attorney,
and the woman they both love.—adv.
tei. Miss Edna, of Evanston, 111., are
registered at the Little Guest House
dren Mary and Thompson. Miss
for the summer. Her son, Chesser,
Catherine Snow and Miss Louise
COLLECT FOR CLUBWOMEN
who arrived here several days ago,
Enow’, and Horace McHenry all of
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Walter
New Orleans, are visiting Miss Mar
Keep us. O God. from pettiness:
Johnson.
let us be large in thought, in
garet G Ruggles.
Miss Mabelle Brown of Portsmouth, I
word, in deed.
A
car
driven
by
Toiva
Johnson
of
N H.. spent the holiday weekend !
Let us be done with fault-find
with her parents Capt. and Mrs. South Thomaston headed toward
ing, and leave off self-seeking.
Rockland was in collision Saturday
John Brown.
May we put away all pretense
and meet each other face to
Guy K. Lermond who ha* been in r.ear the cement plant with a car
fac . without self-pity, and
Cleveland for two weeks wi ile on operated by Floyd Delano of So Wai •
without prejudice.
business, was with his f-imily over deboro. With Mr. Delano were Her
May we never be hasty In judg
bert Benner. Friendship and Robert
the holiday.
ment and always generous.
Mrs Clara Wallace of South Union I Winchenbach of South Waldoboro.
Teach
us to put into action our
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon The Delano car smashed Into, turned
better impulses, straightfor
over
on
its
left
side.
Mr.
Winchen

ward and unafraid.
Achorn.
Let us take time for all things;
Miss Dora Armstrong, daughter of I bach suffered minor facial cuts, but
make us to grow calm, serene,
Mr. and Mrs. Marcene Armstrong cf j the others escaped injury.
gentle.
•
•
•
•
this town, and Frank Ferry, son of
Grant
that we may realize It is
William M. Hoffses
Mr and Mrs Manuel Ferry of Mid
the little things that create
The death of William M. Hoffses,
dletown. R. I., were united in mar
differences; that in the big
riage Friday night, at the Baptist 76. who for 25 years was purchasing
things of life we are as one.
And may we strive to touch and
parsonage by Rev. H. S. Kllborn.
agent for the Brown Co. in Portland,
to know the great common
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Puckett of occurred Saturday at Rockland after
heart of us all; and O Lord
Nashua, N. H., spent the holiday an Illness of one week. »
God, let us not forget to be
Mr. Hoffses was born in Cushing,
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Riskind.
teen.
son of Andrew J. and Sarah Mocdy
• • • •
Hoffses. He had been in the employ
Mrs. Edward P. Johnson and Al of the Brown Co.. 40 years at the
A man bought a car cheap.
fred P. Chapman Jr. motored to Old time of his retirement four years
A
few days later a friend asked
Orchard Thursday and on return Fri ago and had been employed in the
day were accompanied by Miss Sonia Boston and Berlin, N. H . offices as him how it was, and he replied: “My
Corner of New York city, who will well as in Portland. He was a 32d dear chap I'm just beginning to
realize how hard it is to drive a bar
spend the summer with Acting Dep degree Mason.
gain
'—Fathfinder.
uty Warden and Mrs. Alfred P. | He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Chapman.
' Ellen M. Hoffses. two sons. Virgil
Mr. and Mrs Hiram Libby visited and Russell Hoffses. both of Portland;
It is estimated that 86 percent of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W Haskell in one sister, Mrs. Sarah Foster of this the milk and cream received on the
place and five grandchildren.
Deer Isle the holiday weekend.
Bcstcn market originates in states
Prof, and Mrs. Erman Lamb and
The funeral will be today at 2 other that Massachusetts, with Ver
children, Irene. Martha and Erman, o'clock from Cushing funeral home. mont contributing 52 percent and
of Nutley, N. J., who have been visit Interment in Thomaston cemetery. Maine 14 percent.
ing her mother. Mrs. Abbie Mont
gomery, for several days, are now oc
cupying their cottage at Ash Point
for the summer.
Dr. and Mrs. IRalph Connell of
Boston spent the holiday weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman of
Woolsey’s Paints and Varnishes have been on the
West Hartford, Conn, were holiday
market for 84 years. Guaranteed to contain pure
weekend visitors at the home of Mrs.
lead, zinc, and linseed oil.
Harriman's father. Frank H. Jordan,
and sister. Miss Margaret Jordan.
Standard Brands, $3.00 per gallon; $2.S0 in fiveMr. and Mrs. Harold Feyler and
gallon drums; $1.60 half gallons, 85c per quart; 50c
children Douglas and William, and
in pints.
Ralph Feyler, all of Portland, were
holiday guests of William R. Feyler.
Best Spar Varnish, outside $3.50 per gallon;
Mrs. Alfred P Chapman who has
$1.00 per quart
been a patient at Knox Hospital,
following a tonsil operation, re
Best Inside Spar and Floor Varnish, $2.75 gallon.
turned home Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Berg of
Special Barn and Reef Paints, $1.15 per gallon
Grcenbay, Wis. are visiting Mrs.
Mary Bery.
Everything in the Paint Line
Tire annual Baptist Sunday School
For Sale By
picnic will be held Wednesday at
South Pond. Those attending will
meet at the church at 9 30 and trans
TELEPHONE 5
THOMASTON, ME.
portation will be provided
77&79
Mrs. Alice Snow Dick and chil-

PAINTS

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.

Denver, Col.—Another “no-man’s
land" in which residents do not
know whether they are living in
Colorado or New Mexico was dis
closed in a half-century old bound
ary dispute between the two states.
Arthur D. Kidder, named by the
United States Supreme court in 1925
as commissioner to run, locate and
mark the boundary between the
states, informed Colorado Attorney
General Byron G. Rogers that all
but ninety-five miles of the survey
had been completed. He requested
$8,000 from Colorado to match a
similar amount from New Mexico.
The boundary dispute, all but for
gotten by Colorado officials, brought
about a situation similar to the re
cent one at Breckenridge, Col.,
where residents found they were
living in a territory that had not
been annexed by the state.
Cost Near $50,000.
Field work was carried to com
pletion from the northeast comer
of New Mexico westward to the
236th mile corner, Kidder reported.
Costs of $24,270.59 were paid by
Colorado and $24,284.38 by New
Mexico between 1927 and 1932.
The remaining ninety-five miles
to be surveyed include thirty miles
across high cliffs of the Mesa
Verde, where a survey line has nev
er been run.
The first survey made to estab
lish boundary lines was run by
Ehud N. Darling, a federal sur
veyor. in 1868. In 1902 and 190?
another federal surveyor, Howard
B. Carpenter, established a new
line which varied from the Darling
line from a few feet to nearly threequarters of a mile. No estimate
has been made of the amount ot
land involved between the two sur
vey lines.
Plea Made in 1924.
In 1924 New Mexico asked the
United States Supreme court to es
tablish the Carpenter survey, favor
able to New Mexico, as the official
boundary.
Colorado contested the suit, and
finally won when the court held
the Darling line was the correct
boundary. The case is now the
oldest on the Supreme court docket.
“I have succeeded in the iden
tification of a large number of the
1868 markers that were established
by Darling,” Kidder said.
He said he had also completed
the intervals that were not marked
in the 1868 survey, and had con
structed approximately 360 con
crete monuments to mark the
boundary. The court decree also
called for the removal of iron posts
established by Carpenter.
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In Everybody’s Column

MAIL SCHEDULE-DAYLIGHT TIME
Close
Departures
Train No. 74 .......
............. ....... 7.20 A. M.
Train No. 78 .............................. ....... 1.20 P. M.
Train No. 82 ............................
4.20 P. M.

Departs Leaves Depot
7.50 A. M.
7.30 A. M.
2.00 P. M.
1.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.
4.30 P. M.

Star Route to Brunswick

8.15 (Daily)

Arrivals—
Truck arrives at
Train No. 55 arrives at
Train No. 57 arrives at

.......

8.00 P. M.

Advertisement* In this column not to
itceed three llnee Inserted once for 23
ceuts, three times for SO cent*. Addi
tional line* five cent* each for one time
10 cents for three times. 81x words I
I

TO LET

:

!

I

LOST AND FOUND
MAN'S gray suit coat lost somewhere
at southend or on Main street to northend
Reward. TEL 723-W or call at
Southend First National Store
79-81
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 2308 and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate In
accordance with the provision of the
State Law KNOX COUNTY TRUST
CO . Rockland. Maine, June 29. 1937.
78-T-84

SECOND floor apartment to let, five
rooms and bath $15 month; also un
furnished apt on first floor at 36
1 Pleasant St, five rooms, toilet. TEL
883-W
78-80
•t
SUNDAY SCHEDULE
FURNISHED apartment to let, all
4
modem
Improvements.
19
WILLOW'
Train No 775 arrives at depot 10.00 A. M.
79-81
4
Close
Depart
Arrives STREET.
■
,
... ... .«. .«.
...... ... ... p
MODERN 5-room apartment with it
Stages
Daily Except Sunday
bath, to let. Excellent location TEL
MIDDLE-AOED woman wants a light
12.00 P. M.
Rockville .................
12.30 P. M.
7.15 A. Al. 639-J, City.
79-tf housekeeping
position. Write R A
11.45 A. Al.
Ash Point ..................
12.00 M.
7.30 A. Al.
SIX ROOMS and bath to let 3714 care Courler-Oazette
78*80
Owl's Head
4.15 I. Al.
4.15 P. Al. Llmerock street, after July 15. MRS
4.00 P.MMIDDLE-AOED woman wants employ
COPPING. 39 Llmerock St
80-tf ment.
light housekeeping or practi
South Thomaston
Daily Except Sunday
FIVE-ROOM downstair tenement to cal nursing MRS EMMA SMALL. 18
Spruce Head
9.45 A. M.
10.15 A. M.
7.30 A. Al. let. lights, garage, cellar; $12 13 MAV- I North Main Ste City. Tel. 1120 79-81
80*82
Clark Island
3.45 P. M.
4.15 P. M.
2.00 P. M. FRICK STREET
MAN wanted to board In nice home.
FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment to Apply 65 No Main street.
75-tf
Camden and Roc kport
let. MRS PERLEY MILLER Tel 1213-J
Daily Except Sunday
HOUSEKEEPEtt wanted, to go home
79-81
before
5.30 A. M.
7.15 A. M.
nights. Write J. D. care The CourierGazette
80-82
10.00 A. M.
10.30 A. M.
SECOND floor furnished Apt., to
1.35 P. M.
at
14
MASONIC
ST.
71
2.30 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
GIRL for housework wanted OVER
4.30 P. M.
80-82
THREE room furnished apartment NESS SARKESIAN. Tel 568-W
Sunday
........... 10.00 A. M.
10.00 A. M.
6.00 P. M. with bath, to let at 32 SCHOOL ST
GIRL wants position as mothers
Tel. 8S3-W.
78-80 helper Write MISS DORIS DENNISON.
78*80
Malininis Tuesday
SIX-ROOM modern house to let. Ap Spruces Head
7.15 A. W.
3.30 I*. M. ply
Thursday ....... ........... 7.00 A. M.
W J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard.
TWO small old ship lanterns wanted
Criehaver. Saturday
Thomaston
77-tf at once TEL Rockland 853-13.
Daily Except Sunday
78tf
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let
wanted at REST HAVEN,
Vinalhaven closes
5.15 A. M.
10.45 A. M. Apply W J ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard 105PATIENTS
Llmerock St. Tel. 1293 Eva Ames.
night before
2.30 P. Al.
77-tf
2.45 P. AJ.
6.30 P. Al. Thomaston
78*80
next day
SMALL furnished apartment to let.
HOUSE wanted, to rent. 6 or 7 rooms,
also two unfurnished. 100 Union St. bath; must be It. city, preferably nejr
Minturn
LEOLA ROSE
76-tf southend Write E. T. Care The Cou
Atlantic
78'30
FURNISHED front room to let $4 rler-Oazette.
Swan's Isle
close night before
5.15 A. M.
12.55 P. Al. week FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park 8t. 78-tf
FULL shaggy all black or orange
Frenchboro
FIVE-room apartment to let ALICE kitten wanted: also male canary, tine
next day
smger. with cage. BAY VIEW FARM.
FULLER, 25 Linden street. Tel. 106-J
78-80
71-82 North Haven.
North Haven close
Stonington
FIVE-room apartment to iet. all ! MASON work wanted by good reliable
night before
5.15 A. AI
8.00 P. AI.
modern at 15 Brewster St, garage and \ mason FRANK E GRAY. 21 Frederick
next day
heated MIKE ARMATA, Men's Shop. | St.. City, Tel. 8533.
60*73-tf
Sunday 6.35 P. AI. Park St.
78-tf i —— ■—
—i i
TWO modern flats to let, one fur
North Haven
t
nished. Call at C. M BLAKE'S Wall
Paper Store______________
73-tf
Stonington
4
Isle au Haul
FOUR-room apartment Io let fur- 4
----------------------1
and heated: garage, 88 Pleasant
Lookout
2.15 P.M.
2.45 P. AL
12.55 P. Al nlshed
St . Tel. 913-J. Adults only
78-tf
Sunset
...
i FORD coupe for sale, also platform
STEAM heated office to let, central scales, draws
ton, chain hoist, $15
Deer Isle
location. Tel 133_________________ 78-tf j each. 6 h.p. single phase electric motor,
Sargentville
trailer
and
engine
10 and 15 h.p. (cost
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
Apply at Camden <Sc Rockland $500) $100 cash. Numerous other things.
Dark Harbor
10.00 A. Al.
10.00 A. M.
1.30 P. At. modern
Water Co.. Tel 634
7-tf J H SIMONTON. Meadow St., Rockville
2.45 P. AL
______________________ -_________ 78*80
3.00 P. AL
4.30 P. AL
Sunday .......
10.00 A. AL
10.00 A. AI.
6.30 P. Al. k*'*’**',*'*,*,**‘'**'**,*Z I ONE-HORSE mowing machine for sale.
good condition.
C. E STORER.
4 _
_
• ! In
79*81
Castine ......................................
9.45 A. M.
10.00 A.M.
4 R F.D 2. Wuldaboro.
I DRY. fitted slab wood for sale. $5;
Daily except Sunday
pigs. $5; also German police pups. $5;
Corridor open Sunday 10.00 A. AL to 12.30 P. AL 5.30 to 8.00 P. M.
• delivery anywhere in Rockland or CamIf you have a cottage to let or ue- j den
ROBERT ESANCY. Uberty. Tel.
alre summer boarders, advertise the ’ Washington 12-23
79*81
fact In this paper where thousanua
will read of It.
I FOUR WEEKS old pigs for sale K
W DEAN. West Rockport Tel Camden
SHORE COTTAGE lot for sale at Owl’s |I 3917.
80-82
Head, fine harbor view also Brunswick 1’ MOWING MACHINE for sale; also
phonograph, 61 CAMDEN 6T.. City
and other farming implements.
_____________
79*81 1 hayrack
MRS E. W FOLLETT. 25 Dunton Ave
At COOPER'S BEACH 5-room cottage ; ________________________________ 80-82
to let with electric lights, flush toilet. | FRESH vegetables picked to order—
1 private beach, from July 9 to Aug 1. Ap- Green
cabbage, strawberries. Del.
plj to REV B P BROWNE or MRS In citypea*,
OVERNESS SARKESIAN Tel
i RYDER. 36 Masonic St
80*82 568-W
80-82
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach by week,
Points of Personal Interest To Every Motorist
BLUEBERRY farm In Warren, for sale.
month or season Inquire at CLOVER
35 acres, seven rooms house; barn, two
FARM STORE. Park St.. or Tel. 625
By a National Motoring Authority
79*81 hen houses, woodshed, carriage house,
garage: wood and lumber on place: good
Copyrighted
LARGE cottage at Crescent Beach for pasture; at a bargain for cash, or terms
sale or to let for the season; completely can be arranged
BOX 13, BED 2.
furnished, everything modern. EDWARD Waldoboro. Tel 153
Frederick C. Russell
79*81
GONIA City.
______________ 74-tf
FIVE good work horses, come and see
BEAUTIFUL cottage lota on Spruce them work One pony to let or sell Ten
With a little overhauling of the j being cleaned in the process. It may Head
Island, on salt water, connected cows Two Ford Coupes MURDICK
usual customs followed by those whoj require considerable pressure to do a with mainland by bridge. Tel. 853-13
CRAMER. Route 17. Washington. Tel.
face the annual problem of keeping' good job of this and occasionally it ________________________________ 46-tf 6-22____________________________ 79-81
COTTAGE at Megunticook Lake to let.
DAVIS farm for sale. Good buildings
the engine from rising to fever heat will be necessary to remove the side Five rooms, screened porch, lights and sightly
location; fine summer home;
Two Pastors Relax With
there is every assurance that many (cover plates of the block in order water and boat, price reasonable Week, blueberry pasture MRS GERTRUDE M
month, and season. W. F. BRITTO. 4 STUDLEY Thomaston. Me
77*82
Creative Work as Hobby more motorists this year will be able to scrape out the rust manually,
Camden St . Rockland.
70*72-tf
RICH dark loam and gravel for sale
to
spare
themselves
the
agony
of
In reverse flushing the radiator
Boston, Mass.—Two Baptist cler
for flower garden and lawns delivered.
Tel 167-11 or 23-W. WM ANDERSON.
gymen of Massachusetts find time chronic overheating when summer core the air and water hose is at
West Meadow Road_______________ 78tf
for pursuit of absorbing hobbies— comes in earnest. Assurances of this tached to the lower outlet of the
USED mackerel and herring barrels
one is a painter of ship pictures, are given toy service experts who radiator. Since there will be a
and keg6. for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
the other is an inventor.
various sizes. Write for particulars.
have succeeded in reducing the prob gusher effect at the top of the radia
HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
Rev. Marinus James, pastor of
________________________________ 78-tf
Norwood’s First Baptist church, in lem of overheating to something of tor as the scale, solvent, cleaner and
a
fine
art
in
troubleshooting.
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
hot water are driven upward, the
spare moments paints marines like
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
Some of the innovations in thought j hood should be removed or protected
a professional artist. A one-time
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
seafaring man, the clergyman holds on this time-honored subject are just against scalding with the various
_________________________________78-tf
a master's license.
PAIR HORSES for sale, reasonable
radical enough to make the doubting ingredients. It is effective to allow
price, good workers, kind. CLINTON
Rev. Ernest L. Loomis, pastor of Thomas a bit skeptical. A trial, how- pressure to build up in the system,
L CALDERWOOD. Vlnalhaven
78*83
the Winter Street Baptist church at
1936 Dodge Sedan
ever, will easily convince him that. and then to release it suddenly,
SHAG KITTENS for sal* FRED HALL.
Haverhill, has many useful inven
TRUNK—HEATER
Hosmer Pond Road. Camden. Tel. 8318
tions to his credit. Taught to use most overheating trouble is due to i Most motorists dread the sight of a
78-80
1936 Oldsmobile Tudor
tools as a boy on a Connecticut hewing too closely to the idea that rising heat indicator. The sight of
FOURTEEN-FOOT cat boat for sale,
first class condition. Cash, quick dis
TRUNK, RADIO. HEATER
farm, he found relief in inventing overheating is an Inevitable pest for steam worries them more than a flat
posal
Apply A. J. WIDBON. 8pruce
gadgets after a second nervous hot weather.
( tire. Actually a boiling cooling sys-t
Head____________________________78*80
1936 Chevrolet Coach
breakdown caused by the strain of
SIX-ROOM modern house for sale.
Merely toy using solvent oil in the . tern nay be a blessing in disguise,
ministerial duties. The Haverhill
Almost new. Located in Thomaston.
1936 Plymouth Sedan
For details, apply W J ROBERTSON.
pastor holds the rank of major in cooling system it is possible to re-1 Steam in the system will stir up the
TRUNK
| duce oxidation to a point where there scale and rust. If the car is within
Lumber Yard. Thomaston.
77-tf
the United States army reserves.
DINING TABU' and six chairs for
is
practically
no
formation
of
rust
distance
of
a
gas
station
the
best
Among inventions of Rev. Loomis
1936 Ford Tudor
sale
MRS
CHAS
WHITMORE. 53
are a device to prevent usa of slugs or scale. Such foreign matter in the step is to drive over there and re
Granite St Tel 152-J.___________ 78-80
TRUNK—HEATER
in subway slot turnstiles, a fool engine block and radiator core ac- move the lower water hose connec
HOUSE In Thomaston for sale, fur
proof fountain pen clip, a one-unit
1936 Chevrolet Coupe
nished; five rooms, bath, electric lighta
tion at one end so that the scale can
Good
neighborhood. Price reasonable.
buseTt'gadge^for'k^pinV p£ heating usually exPerienced Other flush off. After the system has cooled
Apply to F. D ELLIOT. Thomaston
1935 Plymouth Sedan
________________________________ 76-tf
tures
TRUNK
tures straight
straight on walls
walls, and an eas- CGUses of overheating, such as slow off
ty fresh water can be added in safeGUERNSEYS for sale, reg and grade.
ily adjustable brake lining that
, daughters of the great Ladon. the high
1935 Chevrolet Coach
est type bull ever In Knox Co. Come and
defects, incorrect lubrication are [ to overcome its fever, assuming that
caves wear and tear on the drum.
take your pick ROSE HILL FARM.
likely to result in other conditions the engine has sufficient oil, that the
1935 Plymouth Coupe
Owls Head. Tel. 292-R
75-80
which more easily lead the owner to ) fan belt isn't slipping and that
SECOND hand stoves of all kinds for
Discover Modern Tarzan
1934
Chevrolet
Coupe
sale; also house trailer. C. E. GROTTON,
a diagnosis of the tftuble. The car mechanically the car is running
138 Camden street. Tel. 1214-M
71-tf
Scaling Trees in Latvia misbehaves, and the owner rightly normally.
1934
Ford
Coupe
TWENTY-room house built by Oen.
Riga, Latvia.—A strange creature,
Henry Knox In 1796, on Wadsworth
Since there are some 100 causes of
half man, half ape—a veritable mod diagnoses the overheating as mere
1934 Plymouth Coupe
street. Thomaston, will be sold at Giveern Tarzan — has been captured ly Just another effect of the trouble. overheating the subject cannot be
Away Price If the buyer will agree to
1934 Lafayette Sedan
The modern way of keeping the covered in a single article, but if the
preserve It. Also seven-room house on
near Riga by a gang of foresters,
Georges street. Thomaston. Bath, lights,
who came upon the ape-man, cooling system clean is to prevent cwner will remember to follow a few
1933 Continental Sedan
furnace, newly painted; price right.
crouching at the foot of a tree. As the accumulation of rust. It Is a big of the newer ideas he will find him
Seven-room house at Walker’s Corner,
barn and acre of land. Many others to
1933 Plymouth Coach
they approached the creature fled step ahead of the struggle to rid
select from DR ALLYNE W. PEABODY.
self sidestepping most of the usual
and, swinging himself on to an over
Tel. 52-11. Thomaston. Me.
71-tf
1931 Pontiac Sedan
i the cooling system ol rust that has j worries Overheating may lead to an

4 00 A. M.
10.25 A. M.
2.50 P. M.

WANTED

FOR SALE

Summer Cottages

YOU AND YOUR CAR

GOOD

hanging branch, climbed with re
markable speed and agility to the collected over a period of several incentive to put the car in better
years. So effective are rust inhibi- mechanical condition.
top of a tree.
One shot at him, whereupon the | tors that they will keep the cooling
fluid clear for long periods. Such
creature crashed to the ground.
The foresters found him to be Inhibitors are special oils which have '
MICKIE SAYS—
entirely naked, and his body cov the ability to mix with water About i
ered with long, thick hair.
a pint of such oil will inhibit rust in
LETTERS WITH STUFF
It was discovered he was actual
the cooling system of average size.
FOR. THE PAPER. SHOULD BE
ly a farm laborer, who had disap
New oil should be added twice a year,
SIGHED, HOT THAT WE'LL
peared many years ago.
PRlUT VETL KIAME, BUT SO
he ape-man can neither speak when the system is flushed off.
WE WILL KAIOW WHO THE
Mir understand anything when spok
Should rust and scale accumulate,
COUrRJBUTOR. IS»
en to, but lets out yells of delight in spite of precautions or in event of
ALL PAPERS HAVE THIS RULE
when meat and fruit are placed downright neglect, the owner is
before him.
warned against the usual mistake of
trying to remove It via the radiator.
Student Earns Tuition
What happens in most cases, is that
as Cream Connoisseur the scale which is loosened from the
Cambridge, Mass. — Francis A. engine block works into the radiator
Obert of Boston, Massachusetts where it clogs the fine passages of
Technology Institute sophomore, is the core. The best way to avoid this
literally living off the "fat of the condition is to have the block
land" while earning college tuition. and radiator reverse flushed separ
Obert is a “cream taster” at a lo ately.
cal dairy. And his job enables him
Remove the lower and upper water
to pay his entire tuition as well as
hose connections, and have your serv
everyday expenses.
ice man force water under pressure
through the block just the reverse
of the usual order. The whole system
HOME COOKED FOOD should first be filled with scale re
mover which can consist of soda and
Fresh Every’ Day
hot water, or any one of the special
Light Lunches Also Served
prepared cleansers so readily ob
HOME BAKERY
5 PLEASANT ST. ROCKLAND, ME. tained on the market. Scale will be
78*lt forced out the lower outlet, the pump

1930
1930
1930
1930

Oldsmobile Sedan
Essex Sedan
Ford Cabriolet
Ford Tudor

-».
4
4

MISCELLANEOUS

BARGAIN BOX

1931 Plymouth Coach
1929 Dodge Sedan
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
1929 Roosevelt Sedan
1929 Nash Sedan
1929 Whippet Coupe
1928 IBuick Sedan
.
1928 Ford Sedan
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
1927 Buick Sedan
No reasonable offer
refused

RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Ques
tions answered. 25c and stamp. GEORQE
A. JONES. Bluehill Falls, Maine. Amaz
ing life analysis. $1.
___
79*81
NOTICE—All persons are forbidden to
1 trespass on my property in Owl’s Head
under full penalty of the law. MRS.
EI.VIE CURTIS. 25 Purchase St . Rock
land
80*lt
EXPERT Tailoring. Suits made to
order. Clothing for the entire family
remodeled and repaired. Prompt service.
Prices reasonable. NEW YORK TAILOR.
Corner Main and Summer Sts.
78-tf
WATCHMAKER. Am remaining In
Rockland this summer. Will continue
repairing watches, clocks, antiques all
kinds. Call and deliver. S. ARTHUR
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J__________________ 78-tf
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
GRAY Tel 8533
78-tf
LADIES—Rentable hair goods at Row
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.

78-tf

LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
roller to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
(successor to Rockland Hardware Co.)
Tel 791. Rockland.
78-tf

CONVENIENT TERMS

E
RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CANDAGE’S, Camden St.
CHICKEN DINNER with old fash
ioned STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE
$1.00
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Every-Other-Day

At Rockland Breakwater

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

OCl ETY

ANNUAL

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE

I Mr. and (Mrs. Harold Willey of
1 Clinton, were weekend guests of Mr.
arid Mrs. Lewis Rokes.

DRESSES

Vinal Dodge, engineer of Tug
Joseph W. Hogan, which is stationed
in Cape Cod Canal, is guest of his
mother, Mrs. Lilia iDodge Lawry of
21 Orient street.

William Nelson an sis er,
Miss Marjon (Ludwick goes (WedFlorence Nelson of Panama,
nesday to Waterboro, where she is
guests
suMts over the weekend o
r.
again registered at Camp Laughing
Mrs. Leo Howard. They also visited Loon, for the season.
Ray Thurston and sister Mrs. Belle
Kenniston at Union.
Miss Daphne Winslow motored to
Boston
today, where she will be over
Members and guests of the Masonic
night guest of Miss Marion Grout,
assembly will dance at the East
Union Pavilion, Thursday of this a former teacher at Fryeburg Acad
emy. She will leave Massachusetts
week.
Wednesday, for Hartford, Conn, to
Mrs. Mary Carlllo has arrived spend the remainder of the week
from New York, for a vacation visit with friends.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss M. Katrine Kingsley of Ban
Charles S. Coughlin, Rankin street.
gor, spent the holiday weekend with
Harry Robishaw came from Boston, friends in thi6 city, leaving Tuesday
Saturday, returning Monday, accom for Stockton Springs to visit rela
panied by his family to reside in tives for a few days, before return
ing to her home.
Dorchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W Ames of
Matinicus, were guests at the Cam
eron cottage, Holiday Beach, over the
Fourth. They were joined there by
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ives of Read
ing Mass, who were enroute to Bar
Harbor on their honeymoon.

Miss Barbara Newbert is spending
two weeks as the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Linwood Buzzell in .Portland.

Mrs. Julia Shattuck and Mrs. Annie
Collamore motored to Fayette recent
ly, where they spent the day.

Miss Harriet O’Brien, of the Dan
Miss Eleanor Mattatall of Ellsworth
bury State Teacher's College faculty, has been guest for the week of Mr.
at Danbury, Conn, who has been the and Mrs. Carl Ladd, at The Bicknell.
guest of Mrs. A. L. Hall, Masonic
street, left Monday for Boston, to
Mrs. David H. Smith of Mahwah,
continue study at Boston University. N. J., arrived Saturday for a week
end visit with Mr. and Mrs. H. O
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Holt and daughi Gurdy.
ters, Betty Lou and Hetty Leah of
Newport. R I., J. Stanley Cookson,
cf Newton Center Mass, and Mr. and
SUMMER VISITORS
Mrs. Lynley Cookson, of Albion, have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
Occasionally one hears the re
Doherty. Mr. and Mrs. Cookson re
mark; “I did not see anything in
turned home Monday, the other [ The Courier-Gazette about my
guests.” A little reflection will
guests remaining for the week, with
show the Impossibility of ob
the exception of the two grand
taining the names of all summer
visitors who come to Rockland
daughters, who will spend the great
in July and August. The paper
er part of the summer here.
desires to note such arrivals (the
guests themselves look for it),
Mr. and Mrs. (Herbert Robishaw
and to this end asks its readers
spent Saturday and Sunday with
to send in such items, either di
their son George Robishaw at Old | rectly to the office, or to the
society reporter, Mrs. Leola
Orchard.
Noyes, whose telephone num
ber is 873-R. Social events as
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Herrick of New
well as arrivals and departures
Haven. Conn., have been guests of
are desired.
Rodkland relatives the past few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson of
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Rising of Buffalo, and Mrs. Henly Garner of
Reading, Mass, spent the weekend Colorado, were guests Saturday of
with Mr. Rising's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schofield, enroute to
Mrs. Harry Rising. Miss Kathleen Vinalhaven for a visit with Mr. Pat
Blackman will accompany them terson's mother, Mrs. A. U. Patter
home for a short visit.
son.

BEGINNING TODAY
Excellent Values—All New Dresses—Women’s, Misses’ and Little Women s

Sizes
I Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler of the . Winners at Saturday's putting
i Flume Cottage have returned from tournament were Mrs. Frances Jack
Arriving this week are John Bai- a sjaOrt trip {0 Philadelphia. Mr. and son, Watson H. Caldwell, Brooklyn;
tey and Howard L. Hoff of Reading. ; Mrs Carlisle of Rockville Center. L Miss Blanche Spadone.
New York;
Penn.; Mrs. George Montgomery of Y left Thursday for a motor trip Mrs Sheridan W. Scott Palm Beach.
Philadelphia; Vincent R. Schenck through the province of New Bruns,
....
and R. Percy Schenck of Jersey City, j v jck
The first bridge was also held Sat- ]
urday evening with Albert HaustetE. T. Gallagher, treasurer of The
Mfs Frank c Snedaker of Phila- tei New York; Mrs. J. W. E. Bayley,
Caldwell,
Eoston & Maine Railroad and Mrs. cielphia and Mr. and Mrs. E. Ray Lcuisville; Watson H.
Gallagher and their guests spent the mond Snedaker of Wyncote, Penn.. Brooklyn; V. R. Schenck. Jersey
weekend at The Samoset.
have arrived for a week's stay at The
M,s Albert S. Carman, New
_
,
Ycrk.
Samoset.
....
I
Mr. end Mrs. Clifford Smith of
Holiday arrivals included E. C.
New York have arrived at their sum
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. 8 Sargent. Mrs. R L. Clarke. New
mer home, Warrenton.
C. Pieper. Miss Bertha Heide, Mrs York; v R Schenck r p Schenck.
• • • •
C. Stricker of New York: Miss Anita jersey City; Mrs. Raymond L.
Many of the cottagers had weekend Frenzel of Scarsdale; Mrs. F. C. Thomsen, Miss
Miriam Dwight
guests: Mr. and Mrs. T. Scott Fowler Spedden. Tuxedo Park; Mr. and Mrs. wajker jjew Canaan Conn.; Dr. and
of Flume Cottage entertained Mr. O. R. Beckwith, Hartford, Conn.; | Mrs. parker Carpenter, Springfield;
and Mrs. William S. Peace of Rydal. Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Pfahler, Phila- Miss Anna Larkin. New York; W. R.
Penn.; Mr. and Mrs. McCalla were delphia.
,
Moorhouse, Boston.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Ander
son of Melrose Park at Forest Farms
Arriving aboard The Bar Harbor
There were numerous cocktail
Express last Thursday was Mrs. Wil- parties Saturday night before the
Cottage.
liam S. Evans of Swarthmore. Penn, j opening dance of the season. Among
Mr. and Mrs. Gallagher, Boston Justice W R. Riddell and Mrs. Rid- those entertaining were Mrs. Albert
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wall of dell of Osgoode Hall, Toronto; Mr. £ Carman. New York; Mr. and Mrs.
Dorchester, Mass.,, were among those and Mrs. John F. Tinsley, Worces- William S. Sautter Philadelphia;
sailing Sunday afternoon among the ter. Mass.; Mrs. James H. Winston, end Mr. Prescott of Christmas Cove,
islands of Penobscot Bay.
Evanston, Ill.
(who also gave a dinner party for 18.

o

Mr. and Mrs. Chester S. Merrill,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L Brown have
daughter Joan and son Stanley of gone to Boothbay Harbor where they
Newtonville, Mass., were weekend will remain until Sept. 1st.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. 8. Sher
man.
Mrs. Grace Chapman and Rodney
Stout arrived from Calais Saturday
Mr. and Mrs B. E. St. Clair of
night, for a visit with Mrs. Chap
Bath visited Rockland friends over
man's mother.
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Fletcher
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Spaulding
and daughter Judith Ann. were the
and daughters Ruth and Alice of
Mattapan .Mass., spent the holiday weekend guests of Mrs. H. D. Ames
at Holiday Beach with Mr. and Mrs. at Rockledge Inn.
E. E. Simmons.
Mrs. P. E. Treash and Miss Marian
Treash
of Akron, Ohio, are guests of
Vinal Dodge motored to Portland
Mrs.
F.
S. Phypers at Camp Bonito,
Friday, accompanied by his mother,
Cushing. At nearby Camp Reposo.
Mrs. Lilia Lawry and sisters, Inez
Mr. and Mrs William Hendrickson
Lawry, Mrs. Charles Rowling Jr. and
and son Ralph are comparing Maine's
Miss Enid Harrington.
vigorous sea air with that of their
native Gloucester.
Miss Janet Keene came by motor
Friday from Northfield, Mass., where
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sacker of New
she has been attending Northfield
York are in the city, called by the
Seminary, to spend the summer in
death of Mr. Sacker's cousin, Mrs.
this city, the guest of her grandpar
Eugene Lyddie.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. O Gurdy.

Mrs. George Brown of Everett.
Mass., and Ingraham Hill is the
guest of Mrs. Alice M Spear, Old
County road.

Evenings at 8.00 P. M.
Saturday Matinee at 2.30 D.S.T.
ALL THIS WEEK—MAT. SAT.
THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Present

NANCE O’NEIL
in
The London Comedy Hit

‘THE LADY OF LA PAZ’
By Edith Mills
WEEK BEGINNING MON. JLY 12

VINCENT PRICE
in

“THE PASSING OF THE
THIRD FLOOR BACK”
By Jerome K. Jerome
with

SALLY RAND
Staged by Melville Burke

Seats. All Performances
60 Cents and $1.00 plus tax
Phone Skowhegan 434
For Reservations
Regular Friday Evening Dance At
Club House. Friday. July 9
Seats 50c

Holiday weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs Walter Connon. West Meadow
road, were Mr. and Mrs. Albion Bry
ant of Allston, Mass., Henry Carvill
of West Roxbury, Mass., Miss Elonora
Fedbersen, Miss Dorothy Ulmer, Rob
ert Perry, Edward Doyle, Robert Ul
mer and Ralph Blackington, all of
Everett, Mass., and Miss Evelyn
Tracy of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Doughty of
Brunswick were holiday weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Johnson,
Lake avenue.

Mrs. Charles H. Ames of Concord,
N. H. has been the house guest of Mr.
and Mrs. H. John Newman, Masonic
street. During her visit here, Mrs.
Ames entertained at a dinner party
at Beach Inn. Lincolnville, her
brother, Charles Achorn also of Con
cord, Mr. and Mrs. Newman, and
Elmer Schultz and Charles Achorn.
Jr. of Chicago, who drove over the
highway from the west, for a first
visit to Maine, being greatly im
pressed with mountain and ocean
views and enthusiastic over the scen
ery In and around Rockland.

(By Pauline Ricker)

| Looked like old times last night
[when two puffing engines hauled 11
passenger cars out of Rockland.
’ Fourth of July visitors.
-------Miss
Hayes has returned
^
iss Ethel Hayes
home after a five months stay in
1 Philadelphia.
Mrs. W. T. Hocking of Tenant's
_____
Harbor, had as holiday guests her
,
__
. _
.
Charles E. Bicknell, who has been
daughter. Mrs. Ernest L. Capen and
spending the past two weeks at his
family, and Mrs. Marguerite Wini heme here, returned Friday to Wllchell of Worcester, Mass.
I mington, Del.

J. Gifford of Bridgeport, Conn.,
and J. G. Murray of Stratford. Conn,
are occupying the bungalow near
Trails' End" at Ash Point, delighted
beyond measure with the attractions
which that vicinity offers.

IVES-AMES

Isabella A. Ames and Kenneth A.
Ives were married at South China
Saturday by Rev. Orville G. Guptil.

superintendent cf the Maine Coast
Mission Society. They were attended
by Mr. and Mrs. Orville Guptil. Jr.,
the' ingle ring service being used.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank W. Ames of Matinicus,
and is a graduate of the Maine Cen
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Demmons , <jardner Brown. Richard 6pear.
tral Institute'at Pittsfield. The grcom
and Mrs. Fannie Moore of Dorches- | Roderick Crandall, Jams Wentworth
ter were Sunday visitors at the home ; and Willlam Bicknell who have been “ the 50,1 Of Mr an:i Mrs' Charles
of Mrs. Walter Fernald on their way i representing Troop 2 at the Scout L- Ives of Reading, Mass., and graduto the White Mountains.
Jamboree in Washington. D. C. were • ated from Reading High School. He
(treated to an airplane ride over the
Employed toy the Hook. Brown Co.
Dr. H. J. Weisman was called toNationa] capital by Congressman Kjr*'ei Bos on
Lake Parmachenee Iasi Thursday to ' ciyde H Smith
attend Editor F. W. Sanborn of the
/
_____
After a wedding trip the couple will
Norway Advertsier. He made the
John Wood came from pieasant ! reside at 72 Linden street. Reading,
trip in a seaplane with Charles Treat
t0 spend hls 8glh bjrthday at where they have la newly furnished
at tne helm, and Mrs. Leonard yuinn bts former Rockland home. He be- apartment.
went along with him to act as nurse, longed to a family of nine, all of the
Mr. Sanborn's condition is much im- members of which lived to be over 70
proved.
with the exception of a son lost in
Know Your Language
the Civil War. The only other sur
Confidence that Amelia Earhart viving member is a daughter. 87, livBy C. L. Bushnell
and her companion had been lo- mg m Massachusetts.
School of English,
cated vanished this morning when 1
_____
International Correspondence
the Itasca radioed that apparent I Miss Barbara Boardman has gone
Schools
signals near the Howiand Island to Bath to visit Mrs. Leland Green
were undoubtedly meteors or heat 'Bernice Robinson) for the month of
COME writers have, a tendency to
lightning.
July.
I
,
make too frequent use of the
. V
~— x „ . ,
.
comma, but how important the
Christopher
Bird
went
Saturday
to
comma
can be is illustrated by a
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
are very grateful to three Legion- I Washington to spend the months of document discovered a few years
naires Edgar L. Newhall, Augustus July and August at Medomak Camn ago in Spain, which seemed to show
.. ..
that Sir Walter Raleigh was not, as
Huntley ,»d Ralph A Smith, .ho
“
handled Sunday night's fireworks
tored to Portland, Friday, being ac- 1 m The uce
document was...............
a will drawn in
display, and did it with the skill of
companied
home
Iby
Mrs.
Georg
>
thq,year
1523, more than half a cen
experts.
Wells and J. A. Cunningham, who tury before Sir Walter smoked his
were
their guests for the weekend first pipe. The testator named as one
An augmented choir at the Con
of his heirs a man seemingly des
holiday.
cribed as “Antonio, tobacco mer
gregational Church Sunday morning
chant of Lisbon.” Closer examina
was a feature of the service. Rev.
Major and Mrs. George Blaney and tion of the will, however, convinced
Corwin H. Olds arranged for the pa- I
family are occupying the Perry cot scholars that the proper reading
triotic bodies of the city. The num
tage at Megunticook Lake, for the was “Antonio Tobasso, merchant of
Lisbon.” Thus the placing of a
bers were "Pilgrims' Chorus" from
month.
comma threatened to deprive
"Tannhauser,” and “To Thee, O
Raleigh of his fame as the patron
Country" by Eichburg. In the choir
Deputy Sheriff Warren J. F.illings saint of tobacco.
were Mrs. Esther Berman. Mrs. of Vinalhaven was in the city Satur
Katherine Veazic. Mrs Lillian Joyce, day heard the racket, and beat it
sopranos; Mrs. Gladys Heistad 'sub back to the safer confines of his
WED.-THURS.
stituting for Mrs. Nettie Frost), Mrs. island home.
Hazel Atwood, Mrs. Marianne Bul
be
lard. contraltos; Harold K. Greene,
L. W. Vinal of Fairhaven, Mass.,
S. T. Constantine, E. R. Vcazie, is visiting his former home in this
i .
w
tenors; Charles A. Rose, John Rob city and friends in Matinicus, Vinal
inson, basses. Mrs. Faith G. Berry haven and elsewhere in this vicinay.
was at the organ.
Two valuable rings were stolen
from Mrs. Asenath Acliorn's lodging
house on Lindsey street at the week
- THE
end.

Priced from $5.00 to $13.75
Mail and Telephone Orders Filled
16 SCHOOL STREET, UPSTAIRS

ROCKLAND, ME.

a duet "The Light of the World is
Jesus" and Miss Ednah Howard, "O
(Mrs. John Whittlesey and Miss!
Soul Without a Savior."
Millard
Priscilla Belden of Newton, Mass., I Fifty Persons attended the Lay- Iiart of ROckland delivered an inare at Driftwood Camp,
Martin's men's Gospel Team service Wednes- spiring message. Bernice Newbert
Point.
. day at the Nazarene Church, mem- sang "Let Jesus Christ Come Into
Mrs. Jennie Benner has returned ters of the teartrteing present from Y°ur Heart ' as an invitation hymn,
from a visit in Richmond.
Kockland. Unlon and Waldoboro. j. Three responded to the invitation.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Penniman
....
Maple Grange will observe "NeighC Moody of Union was the leader. ,
,
_
cf Framingham, Mass., were guests
bors Night next Thursday, memot Mrs. Lilia Blaney and Miss Mar Miss Elsie Cunningham led in a 20- tiers bcing requested to take pastry
cia Blaney for the holiday week minute song service. Mrs. G. C.' and also contribute to the numbers
end.
Walter and Mrs. H. E. Mank sang as on the prograam.
John C. Myers of Salisbury (Conn.)
School has been guest at Glenhurst.
Prof. Jasper J. Stahl of the Hill
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
School. Pottstown, Pa., is at his home
$75.00
here for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hall and ,
Miss Lois Bell of Brockton. Mass..[
Lee
& imiuoh
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. j
GOIOSIOI^
Gtorge Genthner.
Beginning July 19. a vacation
..MW”1G ' . ,
church school will be held for two
i
months. Rev. Helen Simms of Bath
will be director and sessions will be
in the Baptist Church.
Ora Davis and Miss Ruth Davis!
o’ Framingham, Mass., who have
ll.'l •'
,
been visiting Miss Edna M. Young
with DIANA GIBSON
are now occupying Gladisfen at Mar
DONALD MEEK • FAUL CUILFOYLE
tin's Point.
PHILIP HUSTON ■ FRANK M.THOMAS
Dirteltd by Pichurd Pc non Produc'd by ClrH Pttd Sctttn o'.r by J Robert Brtn and
Mrs. Ida Collamore is employed at
idmund L. Hjrimunc
the home of John W. Palmer.
Miss Isabelle Waltz of Dorchester, j
THURSDAY—RETURN ENGAGEMENT
Mass., and Miss Dorothea Waltz of |
Newburyport, Mass., are at their j
heme here for the summer.
Miss Gracia D. Libby of Boston has j
joined the Misses Gay at their sum- !
mer camp at Martin's Point where ,
she will pass a six weeks vacatipn.
A happy surprise party was re- ,
puk
cently given by the degree staff and ,
substitutes of Good Luck Rebekah.
Lodge in honor of Mrs. Esther Shorey
at the home of Mrs. Ralph Benner.
Mrs. Shorey is the district deputy
president of the lodge. The guests
enjoyed games and a musical pro
gram after which refreshments were
served. Mrs. Mertie Booth presented
Mrs. Shorey with a face table cloth
the gift of the degree staff.

NORTH WALDOBORO

WALDOBORO

Mcy.

GABLE
POWELL

“rt-'LOY

MANHATTAN

"Where is the paper plate I gave
you under your pie?" asked the bride.
"Was that a plate?” inquired the
groom anxiously, "I thought it was
the lower crust—Philadelphia In
quirer.

.MELODRAMA

PARK

TODAY
JOE E. BROWN
in
RIDING ON AIR"

WAIT FOR THE BIG ONE
ROCKLAND 1
WEDNESDAY I

1»B[ORCE BIBiT
ANITA LOUISE

COMIQUE

56 cimrc

CAMDEN

Ernest Thibedeau was taken to
THURSDAY
Knox Hospital last night suffering
ON THE STAGE
from the affects of medicinal tab
SOLLIE CHILDSl lets, which are believed to have been
Presents An All Stai | taken with suicidal intent, as he
Stage Show ,
had left notes indicative of that pur
pose.

CHARLES'WINNINCER
JOHN UOtiDOl HENKY
O'NEIll • Jotwph Crwhan
Cordon Oliver • Eddie Atuff
Diradod by Butby Berkeley
A COSMOPOLITAN PBOD N
Pi**«nl(e by wen.

Plenty of parking space at Com
munity Sweet Shop, a neighboring
lot having just been opened for that
purpose. The weekend patronage
showed the necessity of it.

With Thou InesisljWe Swing irtisli

ikDiBUTnnn
5VDC0PRT0RI
I Muuul "brly-to-Round "of Bhyttiffl
Matinee Prices 30e; Children 15c
Evg. Prices 40c; Children 25c
Shows at 2.00. C.15 and 8.45

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will hold
a sewing circle Thursday, with pic
nic supper and a beano party. This
will be the fourth series, and will
be in charge of Mrs. Riah Knight.
Those receiving honors at last Fri
day's party were Mrs. Etta Covel,
first; Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe, sec
ond; Mrs. Eliza Plummer, third; Mrs.
Weed, fourth and Mrs. Amanda
Choate, fifth.

, SJ

HMAZING FEATURES AND
INNOVATIONS GATHERED FROM
EVERYWHERE

WOW PLAYING
THIS IS MY AFFAIR”
with
ROBERT TAYLOR
BARBARA STANWYCK

Rockland

Tel. 892

Matinee 2. Evening 6.45 mid 8.45.
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45.

EveKYACTA FEATURE EVERY FEATURE

Startling and sensational

vnudrsSparls
Jidaia^Ri'

CIRCUS GROUNDS—AIRPORT—ON PLEASANT STREET
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NAPOLEON’S ELBA

AMERICA FORGES AHEAD WITH DYNAMITE

Famous Island On Which a
Momentous Drama Was
Staged

BOOK CORNER

Get this Stamp Album

Elba ls resetting the stage of the
Three hundred and thirty poems
by Sara Teasdale will be brought to
I Island's most momentous drama—
gether in one volume in "The Col
j the palace of its ten month's mon
lected Poems of Sara Teasdale;'
arch. King Napoleon Bonaparte the
which Macmillan will publish in
First. Last and Only. Restoration
September. Before her death. Miss
uf
hls Windmill Palace is a tribute
Teasdale went over her volumes of
to the island's brief career as a
poetry with Margaret Conklin, a
close friAid who acts as literary,
kingdom and the earthquake cenexecutor of her estate—checking the
tei of Europe where an exiled em
poems which she wished to have
peror held a comic court that kept
preserved in a Collected Edition of
the world's nerves on edge for 300
her work. Of particular interest
; days.
nre several early poems culled from*
"Except for its Iron deposits, re
her first book. “Sonnets to Duse."
nowned since they supplied 300 suits
published when Miss Teasdale was
of armor for the Trojan War. Elba's
23. and now long out of print and
chief fame ls the greatness thrust
unavailable.
upon it of being the only scrap of
• • • •
France that overthrown Napoleon
Dr. Victor Wolfgang von Hagen. [
cculd retain." says a bulletin from
whose book of adventures among the 1
the Washington. D. C.. headquarters
head-hunters of the Upper Amazon
of the National Geographic Society.
will be published by Macmillan in
Only Remnant of Great Empire
September, is starting just about |
Actual site of album, 7M x 44. in;
“In 1814 hls empire was reduced'
Stamps 2 x ljj in.
new on a new expedition, under the
from a sizable slice of Europe to a |
auspices of the Museum of the
single Mediterranean rock, the
T’S FUN! It's educational!
American Indian, in New York City
largest of the Tuscan archipelago
which will take him into the interior
Yet it costs you nothing at
group between Corsica and the
of Honduras. Dr. Von Hagen, whose
all to collect these stamps!
northwest coast of Italy, but never
wife will accompany the party plans
theless not much larger than the
There are 32 of them — telling
io study the distribution of animal
District of Columbia.
Napoleon
the history of America in pic
life, and the strange customs of the
once looked down upon Its whole
tures. Every American — man,
natives of this region which ls little
extent from a mountain height, an
woman and child—should have
known even to scientists, and to
irregular red and green lump emerg-1
bring back any unusual specimens.
this collection. It’s of real his
ing abruptly from a turquoise sea.
The party will be away about a year.
torical interest and value.
and commented dryly: 'My island ls
• • • *
somewhat small.'
The first four of these stamps
On June 15. six and a half months
....
are
ready now. To get them just drive to any American
utter publication, the one-volume $3
"It is appropriate that Elba should
Oil Company dealer or station With the first four stamps
edition of NordhofI and Halls "The
pounds of them being consumed
have been the imperial Eagle's cage,
Upper left—Giant quarry shot. Center—Blasting trenches in Susque
Bounty Trilogy," was withdrawn
you’ll also get the handsome album FREE! Next week
last year alone. Dynamite is actu- I hanna
River
bottom.
Below
—
Dynamiting
rock
on
a
farm.
Upper
right
—
for its coastal outline suggests a
from the market by the publishers,
ally an index, showing the com-i Blasting new channel in the Mississippi. Bottom—Dynamiting a giant
get the next four stamps—and four more each week there
spread eagle with one wing closely
Little. Brown & Company, who an
merce of the nation, because the stack in Baltimore.
after until your collection is complete.
clipped. The gaunt eastern coast
growth of industry in this country I
nounced when the book was issued
side
portraits,
and
it
is
used
to
tip
is
a
spread
wing,
whose
barren
rocky
I
iqiles
of
hard
rock
without
disturb

is based essentially on the amount I
We encourage boys and girls, as well as adults, to com
that it would be on sale for a limi- ;
of explosives that are used to get! over disused chimneys and to dis ing the multitude of facilities upon
| slopes have ruddy scars of rich Iron
plete this educational collection—but boys and girls must
ted time. The total sale from Dec. 1
which a great city depends. Mil ' e'eposits. The west shore is a wing
the ore. the coal, the silica, salt, mantle old machinery.
tc June 15 was 32.162 The three
be accompanied by a grown-up.
Great tasks are often performed lions of pounds of dynamite each
phosphate, cement rock, lime,
clipped round, a steep headland
separate volumes “Mutiny on the
by
one
tremendous
shot
of
dyna

year
are
used
in
seismic
explora

gypsum and other commercial ne
which rises to the Island's peak. I
Bounty," "Men Against the Sea."
mite. As much as 440,000 pounds tions for geologic structures called
cessities out of the ground.
FREE—don't have to buy anything!
Monte Capanne. over a half-mile
and "Pitcairns Island," will of course
When dynamite was first made have been used in a single quarry- domes, under which are deposits
high.
Northern
and
southern
by Alfred Nobel, over seventy years | blast to break down hundreds of of petroleum and it is estimated
remain indefinitely on the publish
The album is a special 16-page book, outlining the
coasts are deeply indented with
ago, the world was given a new j thousands of tons of rock. A river that the oil industry spends about
ers' list.
highlights
of American History from 1492 to modern times.
has
been
straightened
by
means
of
{10,000,000
a
year
in
seismic
pros

broad bays to form head and feet of j
and powerful industrial tool and it
If you have to choose just one of |
The stamps are large—printed in blue, orange, purple and
has been used solely as an indus a channel 28 feet wide, 12 feet pecting.
the
eagle,
and
to
shelter
several
these volumes, take "Men Against
One of the most remarkable
trial tool ever since. It is quite deep and 1700 feet long, blasted in
green.
i ports. In less than a hundred square ’
the Sea' —one of the most moving
different from war explosives, made an instant. In the same way, drain-1 stories about modern dynamite ls
* miles, the island contains three
The album and the stamps are absolutely free—no
sea tales ever written.
age
ditches
three-quarters
of
a
the way that it is safely used and
with different machinery, from dif
; mountain ridges. Their slopes bristle
• • • •
ferent formulas and by different mile long have been blasted ln a safely transported. Most of the
strings attached. You don’t have to buy anything. This is
with evergreen shrubs and are dotted
It seems that a number of critics ■
processes than those used for war. split second, and trenches to ac dynamite used every year in
purely a “good will offer” made by the American Oil
with white villas of wealthy Italians
have raised a question as to whether
In fact, a dynamite factory could commodate pipe lines have been America is carried by rail. During
Company and their dealers and stations. The album and
grooved
through
the
hard
shale
of
from
the
mainland
and
with
weaththe
last
fourteen
years
more
than
not be turned into a munitions fac
Maud and Delos Lovelace really ;
three billion pounds have been
tory in case of war. Dynamite can wide river bottoms.
stamps are yours for the asking, as long as they last.
erstained villages of approximately I
drew from history the groundwork
Great single blasts, however, per shipped over millions of miles in
not be shot from a cannon or a
25.000 Tuscan natives.
of their latest novel “Gentlemen from '
rifle. This peacetime explosive is form but a small portion of all the safety.
Seven Miles From Italian Coast
England.' a story of Minnesota. The
Tour FREE Album and Stamps are waiting fox you
more widely used each year in con work dynamite is constantly being
Research and experiment ba78
j
“
It
Is a trip of only seven miles
nnswer is “Yes"—the story is true
struction, mining, tunnel driving, called upon to do. The coal mines also been successful in removing
' from the nearest point of Italy's
in its essentials. While the char
submarine blasting, road building of the country used about 71,000,000 the hazard of frozen explosives.
mainland, Piombino, to Portoferacters are imaginary, the novel was
and on the farm, for land clearing, pounds of dynamite last year, most Dynamite originally congealed at
taio. Elba s capital and chief port,
tree planting and the digging of of which was fired in countless about 54 degrees above zero and
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
inspired by the history of an Eng
ditches.
small charges. Great construction had to be thawed which caused
i Here live more than a third of the
lish colony which flourished in Fair
Its force can be regulated and projects, such as subways and many accidents. Today, American
j island's inhabitants. The town's
mont 1135 miles southwest of St.
controlled so well that Gutzon aqueducts built within a metropolis, dynamite will not freeze at tha
lali yellow, rose, and tan houses In
Pauli in the 70s and 80s. It is de
orglum, the sculptor, handled It use surprisingly small charges of lowest temperature encountered
terraces line the horsehoe of hills the top of Portoferraio's Grand
scribed by Maurice Farrar in a fact
jdroitly ln cutting his heroic cliff- dynamite to bore their way through anywhere ln the United States.
around the blue bay like seats in a Stalcase. the city's main street.
ual book entitled “Five Years in
- stadium, with shadowy stone stair
Because he had windmills torn
Minnesota" (published in 1880 .) Even
ways instead of streets climbing the dewn in preparing the villa to be
more valuable to the Lovelaces than which Paul lived for five years, until
steep slopes.
his Elban headquarters, his subjects
such written accounts were those war turned the natives' perfectly or
□
• • • •
nicknamed it Windmill Palace. Its
that came by word of mouth from dered little world into chaos. It
"Close to waterfront level lies the simple flat front in three sections j
some of the new survivors of the was located, incidentlly, on the island !
public square, a palmshaded garden and the modest garden, after years
colony—such as Mrs. Lucy Wollas of Iviza. which reached the front
surrounded by shops and public of neglect, are being restored.
ton Broun, whose father was a pages several days ago for probably
MMB
buildings such as the Town Hall,
“Napoleon played so well the role :
banker and leading citizen of Fair the first time in the 6.009 years of its
/
where Napoleon mounted the Elban of a busy-bee king in a little busy- j
the
battleship
mont. Mrs Lovelace says that ex existence, when
throne; the church, on the steps of bee kingdom, even with bees on the
cept for this small group of colo Deutschland, whose presence in these
which he knelt for an inaugural Te flag, that Europe breathed a sigh of (
nists still living, all that remains of waters remains to be explained,
Drum; and the Hotel of the Elban relief and forgot the bee in his bonthe English colony in Pairmont is steamed out of its little harbor to
Bee. with a bright awning shading r.c-t. At his summer villa of San
a” Albion Avenue, a few decaying run into a bombardment from loy
its veranda Across the sun-softened Martino, on a mountainside 3 miles
mansions, and a little Episcopal alists planes.
colors of houses and the crimson or southwest of Portoferrario. he mas
In the list of fall publications of
church which still has the feeling of
violet wings of sailboats in the har queraded as a country gentleman,
D Appleton-Century' Company ap
an English church. (Macmillan).
• • • •
bor spreads the gloom of industry- with a half-dozen cows, a flock of
pears a new book by Elizabeth Cor
black smoke from the blast furnaces chickens, and a vegetable garden.
Frederick F. Van deWater, author bett—“The Langworth Family." It
for smelting iron ore, explaining the
of "A Home in the Country" (Rey- is said to be an interesting, amusing
"On the day after his arrival Na
Greek name for Elba: ‘Soot Island.' poleon set out to explore the length
nai & Hitchcock. Inc.) recently was story of the Langworthy family as
"Elba felt the Napoleonic ghost and breadth of his miniature king
enlisted, despite his protests, on the they work out their lives In the small
walk when Prince Napoleon Bona dom (length. 19 miles; breadth, about
men s team that battled with a town of Mount Royal, situated in
parte. nephew of the Little Corporal, 5) Finding that digging for iron ore ,
women's for the spelling champion rorthern Illinois.
Through the
visited here in the company of Alex was Elba's main occupation and pre-'
ship of Southwestern Vermont. Van famous "Mrs. Meigs" books Miss
andre Dumas who hurried away to occupation as well, he tried to en
deWater's plea that just because a Corbett has been raised to a high
t.jnj.lim V,.
Rti/ittti
stare at the sister island of Monte courage agriculture; grape vines
man writes words for a living he position in contemporary American
HEN Mother Nature turns
Cristo, with literary consequences and fruit trees are pointed out as j
doesn't necessarily know how to literature.
sculptor she works on a lavish
• • • »
scale. With the elements, rain,
that are well known. An even earlier having been planted at hls instiga-1
spell them went unheeded and
lightning, frost and wind as her
and more beloved visitor arrived in tion.
Also from these same publishers
wrought immediate disaster. "West
tools she carves her creations out
• • • •
1802. when officer Hugo, ordered here
Dummerton's man of letters," the | will come this fall: "No Hearts to
of miles of solid -ock and out of
whole forests. The Canadian Rocky
for four years, decided to bring along
Brattleboro Reformer announced the Break" by Susan Ertz; "Hunted" by
"He had roads built, marshes
HILE Columbus is duly credited as the discoverer of North America,
Mountains contain many examples
his Infant son. Victor, to thrive on
next afternoon, “arrived late and George Gibbs; “The Trap" by Eliz
drained, and villas constructed. He
of her work but none more spec
it was Jacques Cartier, valiant navigator of St. Malo, France who first
tlie
healthful
climate.
abeth
Jordan;
“
Storm
Girl"
by
left early; Van deWater was spelled
set foot on the mainland of the North American continent. In April,
tacular than the two pictured here.
even
undertook
a
program
of
colo
•
•
•
•
At the top is Old Man Mountain,
1534, forty-two years after Columbus had made his famous voyage of
out on "philippic” one minute be Joseph Lincoln; “Storm Over Eden"
the gigantic figure of a sleeping
discovery, Jacques Cartier set sail from St. Malo with two small ship*
“The main act of Elba's drama, nization. extending his empire to
fore Vermont s governor, George D. by Helen Topping Miller; "By Day
man. lying a-top the Colin Range
bearing a total crew of 61 men. On July 3, seeking refuge from a storm,
however, was the brief musical com embrace the nearby dots of Pianosa
Aiken went into a nose dive on and By Night" by Johan Bojer; “Na
in Jasper National Park, Alberta,
he cast anchor in what is today the Bay of Gaspe near the tip of the
edy in which the obscure Mediter and Palmaiola. But the greatest im
poleon and Talleyrand" by Emile
and dominating the Athabaska Valley for many miles. The Sarcce Indians
“liturgy." The women won.
Gaspe Peninsula in Quebec and landing on the shore, he took possession
ranean spot was co-starred with Na
• • • •
who inhabited the region before the coming of the white race wove a
of the land in the name of the King of France. On a hill-top overlooking
Dard.
provement
of
all.
he
gave
Elba
a
legend around him. To them he was the old man who had built the
the bay he erected a cross. Three hundred years later a pageant re-en
poleon. On May 3, 1814. after a five
Are’there other books on Ameri
mountains and. having finished his work, had lain down on top of one
acted the historic scene and the cross, shown in the picture above, waa
basis for national pride. At last the
months
’
siege
by
British
vessels,
the
can publishers' lists of active titles
<5f the ranges, pulled his blanket over him and gone to sleep. In the
placed on the shore of the bay as close as historical records permit, to the
innocent and unsuspecting islanders island could boast of a flag, a court,
that can equal this record? D. Apple
smaller picture is shown the famous Black Cat of Brule. This is an almost
spot where the original cress was raised. The Bay of Gaspe was the scene
HOME-AG.-FAX
J
perfect
figure
of
a
feline
on
the
loose
that
is
just
about
to
arch
its
back.
of another world-famous event when in 1914 it sheltered the armada
learned that peace and the British a king, and—all too soon for the
ton-Century Company have on their
It is a piece of wood carving which nature has fashioned out of a whole
which conveyed the first Canadian Expeditionary Force to France. Thia
sloop Undaunted had reached the Elbaqs—a past. For after his 390
list of publications three titles whichI
forest. It covers nearly the full northern side of part of the foothills of the
was the largest expeditionary force ever to have crossed the Atlantic until
harbor of Portoferraio, bringing days of breathing space, during
they have kept continuously in print
Rockies near Edson, Alberta and it is visible for many miles. It is best
the entrance of the United States into the World War.
All major poultry areas show a
them the honor of being a kingdom which he had played the Elban game
seen in the early morning or at twilight when the shadows are accentuated.
lor 91 years. There are "500 Sketches
and a real live second-hand emperor j as valiantly as he had formerly
and Skeletons of Sermons." "Pulpit decline from last year in numbers
* tc be the king. Lights, music! Strike I fought—the King of Elba abdicated
Cyclopedia and Ministers' Compan of young chickens. In New England,
up the band! Leaving the town ' r.nd set off with a fleet of four ships
ion ." and "Cyclopedia of Sermons," the decrease as of June 1 was 15 per
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
ablaze with festive candles natives \ and an army of several hundred men
ai. edited by Dr. Jabez Burns. Since cent.
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
sailed out to greet the unexpected I hoping to conquer Europe, but find
• • • •
lb46 Appleton and now AppletonISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
pleasure of a king with serenades. ing instead the gloomy road that led
Century have been publishing these
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
Once a satisfactory type of house
HAtesi
“On May 4. Napoleon landed, and through Waterloo to St. Helena.
(Eastern Standard Time,
books and they have rolled up a paint has been used, it should al
{«?)•
up went the flag which he had
te Your hotel ia BOSTON
"Now, like a proper widow. Elba
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
record of 145 printings between them ways be used thereafter. A new
Effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
hastily concocted for his pocket-size mourns her lost lord in an annual
The sales these days maintain about type of paint may not agree, chemiRead Down
empire; three bees on a broad mass in Portoferraio on May 5. an
Mi too** wrm tara
the same average year in and year j cally speaking, with the old paint reDaily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
500 Rooms
It***! »«llj r
orange stripe diagonally crossing a niversary of his death, when a
out It is of interest to remember I maining on the boards.
cept Sunday Only
eept Sunday Only
white
field.
His
throne
was
only
a
requiem is sung over a black coffin
A.M. P.M , A.M.
that James Polk was president of
A.M. P.M. P.M.
• • • •
RADIO
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
couch decorated with paper roses, containing a duplicate in bronze of
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
these United States when Appleton
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH IIAVEN,
SERVIDOR
Ar. 10-55 6.00 4.35
but the show went on nevertheless. liis death mask.”
According to the bureau of agri
first published these books.
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
TUBS SHOWER
• • • •
Receptions, balls and formal presen
cultural economics, the U. S. farm
7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.45
3.15
tations at court put gloves on many
The
Book-of-the-Month Club population was 31.729,000 on January
Read UP
Elbans for the flrst time in their
ES’Si
judges have chosen Elliot Paul's 1, 1937. a decrease of 80.000 since
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
WE BUY
Daily Ex- Sunday
'
Daily Ex- Sunday
lives. Fingers were cheerfully blis
“The Life and Death of a Spanish January 1. 1936. The number of
•’ NORTH STATION
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
tered
with
much
playing
of
mando

Town for August distribution, so the births on farms last year was the
•< JTEP-/r.«TRAIN-ROOM*
AND SILVER
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
lins
and
Napoleon
was
so
besieged
publication of the trade edition has smallest, and the number of deaths
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
CLARENCE
E.
DANIELS
with serenades and informal chatty
been postponed by Random House the largest, in 15 years of bureau
8.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
JEWELER
visits that he had to take refuge in 370 MAIN ST.
76-tf
until August 2nd. The book is the records Farm population in NewROCKLAND
% fortified palace on the heights at
story of a typical Spanish village in England remained unchanged.

and set of 32 Historical Stamps
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AT “THE SIGN OF GREATER VALUES'

HIGHROADS OF HISTORY
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NATURE AS A SCULPTC
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